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ABSTRACT 

This research presents a flexible design model and robust 

algorithm for simulation of a crude oil plant which consists of 

a main column with several side strippers and pumparounds. 

The model is developed in commercial software HYSYS, Pro/II 

and Aspen Plus, in order to evaluate the performance of the 

simulation of these models on personal computers. The 

development of the mathematical model of the equipments of 

the unit is based on the relations that are presented in the 

equilibrium stages. The use of Peng Robinson thermodynamic 

model and the MESH equations allow the construction of a 

rigorous model, which is solved using the inside-out-

algorithm. From the study of the degree of freedom of the 

system, a completely specified model is built; this enables the 

analysis of the effect of different variables in the operation of 

the unit. The proposed algorithm effectively accelerates the 

speed of convergence and offers better stability by introducing 

a damping factor for updating the stripping factor, and also 

reduces the requirement on the initial estimates by updating 

the Jacobian matrix directly with the stripping factor and 

enthalpy. Furthermore, this model is based on pseudo-

components and makes use of the well-known MESH 

equations, in an original approach following topological and 

functional rules. The results showed that the proposed 

algorithm was reliable, fast in convergence and of lower 
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computer cost. Additional simplifications results in a robust 

dynamic model with reasonable accuracy, without affecting 

the “full-scale” model feature and the detailed mathematical 

model explicitly oriented to numerical integration within an 

appropriate simulation environment. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY  

Separation technology plays an important role in process 

engineering. Typical separation techniques are distillation, 

absorption, extraction and so on. On account of the 

complexities of feeds, products and by-products as well as 

various additives, multi-component multi-stage separation is 

especially important and widely used, so the development of 

the proper algorithm for simulating such processes is critically 

important. Simulation of such complex process has been paid 

much attention and several procedures have been developed 

since the last decades. The equations that describe the multi-

component separation process operating at steady state and 

dynamic state, while appearing to be simple, are in fact highly 

nonlinear and interdependent. Hence, the solution of these 

equations is intrinsically iterative, complex and hard to obtain 

convergence. 

The crude oil Unit is the first processing unit in a refinery as a 

part of the Atmospheric and Vacuum distillation plant. 

Its position is strategic, since its products are either final 

products or feed stock for other processing units. Due to its 

complexity and high energy consumption, it is very important 

to develop an algorithm for simulation of the dynamic and 

steady behaviour of this multi-component distillation process. 
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This can be used for research purposes and as plant operators 

training support. 

In addition, using appropriate mathematical models, the user 

is able to know the basics of the distillation process and even 

to improve the model itself. 

In order to build-up a simulator, it is first necessary to 

aggregate mathematical model for the process, then find an 

appropriate method to solve it and finally display the 

simulation results in an accessible form for the user 

(Radulescu, 2007). 

 Optimization of the crude oil separation process becomes 

increasingly important because of the high energy costs and 

ecological requirements for quality oil products. 

Computer simulation is one of the most important steps of 

process optimization. However, due to complex composition of 

oil and complex design of oil fractionators, simulation of oil 

distillation requires a specific approach. 

Crude oil is a mixture of many thousands of components 

varying from light hydrocarbons such as methane, ethane, 

etc., to very high molecular weight components. 

The composition of crude oil depends also on the location of 

exploitation. These facts exclude the use of classical 

characterization methods for the crude oil composition by 

mole or mass fractions of individual components. In petroleum 

refining, the boiling point ranges are used instead of mass or 

mole fractions. Three types of boiling point analysis are 
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known: ASTM D86, ASTM D158 and TBP (true boiling point). 

Properties of a petroleum stream are not specified in terms of 

composition. Instead, properties such as 5 % point, 95% point, 

final boiling point, flashpoint and octane number are used. 

The method for quantitative calculations of the petroleum 

frictions is to break them into pseudocomponents. Each 

pseudocomponent has its average boiling point, specific 

gravity, and molecular weight. For steady-state simulations of 

petroleum processes, ASPEN Technologies provides the tool 

ASPEN Plus Petroleum. After process simulation in the steady-

state regime, ASPEN and Hysys Dynamics can be used for the 

dynamic simulation of the process. 

The dynamic simulation of such a system enables the 

understanding of its behavior after changing an input 

parameter. In a crude oil distillation plant, the system 

behavior can be affected by the dynamics of individual sub-

processes. Due to this fact, a rigorous and complete 

simulation of the system is required. Process control and 

safety analysis are the two main areas of using dynamic 

simulations. 

This study, presents the design, full scale model and 

simulation for crude oil distillation unit, with no dimensional 

reductions – in a new functional and topological approach. 
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1.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The need for simulation of the crude oil distillation unit 

notwithstanding, previous simulation suffers the following 

deficiencies; 

 No full scale mathematical model. 

 Lack of robust dynamic model and elaborate 

simulation. 

 Limitation posed by some standard inflexible models 

that cannot be improved by the user (Redulescu, 

2007). 

 Lack of effective integrated algorithm to solve the 

multi-component distillation column. 

 There is no work that integrates design with modeling 

and simulation, within the scope of literature available 

to the author.  
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1.3 OBJECTIVE OF RESEARCH 

The aim of this research is to achieve the following: 

1. Develop a design model for the crude oil Distillation 

plant. 

2. Develop a “full-scale” steady state and dynamic model 

for the crude oil distillation plant, based on pseudo-

components, making use of the MESH equations with 

some additional simplifications.  

3. Develop an efficient and reliable integrated algorithm 

to calculate the multi-component process involving 

multiple feeds, side strippers and/or side heat 

exchangers. 

4. Determination of the composition distribution of 

vapour and liquid phases in the whole column, 

Temperature of each tray, flow rates of the phases in 

circulation between trays. 

5. To apply Aspen Plus, HYSYS and Pro II in both steady 

state and dynamic simulation of crude oil plant. 

6. To compare the steady state simulation results with 

real measured data. 
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1.4 JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY  

The study is relevant to academic and the industry for        

the following reasons: 

1. The scale of petroleum-distillation operations is 

generally large with its attendant high consumption of 

energy.  Therefore optimization of design, modeling 

and simulation are relevant for cost effective operation 

of the plant. 

2. It will aid in the understanding of the vast products 

from distillation of complex mixtures like crude oil 

whose product vary depending on the source of the 

feedstock. 

3. The study will aid in bridging the gap between 

industrial practices and academia via dynamic 

simulation studies, using models that the user is 

allowed to improve on. This can be used by students to 

fully understand distillation and graphically view the 

results obtained. 
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1.5 SCOPE OF THE STUDY  

This research work is on design, modeling and simulation of 

crude oil distillation plant (multi-component distillation 

column). 

The HYSYS, PRO II, ASPEN plus and MATLAB simulation 

environments were used at certain stages for the solution and 

analysis of the models developed in this work. 

The initial design is limited to computation of the Number of 

stages and the feed points, while the packages mentioned 

above were used for the stage by stage simulation of 

compositions and temperature.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

2.0                           LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Distillation processes were known from the 2nd millennium BC 

by Babylonian alchemists, but the first exact description of 

distillation apparatus was given in the fourth century by 

Zosimus of Alexandria. In the following centuries the 

knowledge of distillation increased and around the eleventh 

century this technology was used for the first time in Northern 

Italy to produce alcoholic beverages. The typical application at 

that time was the production of spirits.  

Obviously, today many things have changed in the technology 

used to perform the separation and distillation process and 

has become the most widely used separation technique. 

Passing from pot stills to the modern distillation columns, the 

fundamentals of the separation method remain the same; the 

different chemical substances contained in a mixture are 

separated according to the difference on their vapour pressure. 

The vapour pressure is defined as the equilibrium pressure 

between the molecules leaving and entering the liquid surface 

at a fixed temperature. This value is related to the substance 

boiling point and to a high vapour pressure corresponds to a 

low boiling point. It is obvious that the vapour pressure and 

the boiling point depend on the amount of components in the 

mixture. 
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The difference between vapour and liquid composition is the 

driving force ( ) and is the base parameter of distillation 

processes. This value is inversely proportional to the energy 

consumption and directly proportional to the separability. 

  - - - - - - )2.1(  

The driving force value is the basis of class of design methods 

called “driving force based design” for the optimal selection, 

with respect to the cost of operation, of design parameters like 

the feed location and the corresponding reflux ratio. 

Another way to express the driving force for the distillation 

process is by referring to the relative volatility; this parameter 

is very common in the distillation design methods and its 

value is proportional to the ease of the separation. The relative 

volatility of component  with respect to component  is 

defined as:  

 

 

If this value is close to1 its means that the components have a 

very close vapour pressure, thus they have similar boiling 

points and their separation by distillation will be difficult. The 

relative volatility value can be used to predict the vapour-

liquid equilibrium for an ideal mixture. With simple analytical 

substitution it is possible to obtain the following equation that 

is useful to construct the x-y diagram (at a fixed pressure) that 
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is the basis for graphical design methods, like the McCable – 

Thiele, that allows to evaluate the number of theoretical stage 

necessary for the separation and consequently the height of 

the column. 

 

 

 

Equation 2.3 can be combined with Equation 2.1 to obtain the 

following general equilibrium condition. 

 

 

   

 

   

The concept of equilibrium or theoretical stage is of 

fundamental importance in distillation design. A theoretical 

stage is defined as a contacting stage in which equilibrium is 

attained between the two phases involved. Thermodynamic 

correlations can be used to determine the temperature and the 

concentrations of the equilibrium streams at a given pressure. 

Utilizing a single equilibrium stage it is possible to achieve a 

limited degree of separation, because a net transfer between 

two phases can occur only when there is a driving force, 

which, in this case, is a difference in concentration values. 

When the equilibrium is reached the driving force and 
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consequently the net mass transfer is equal to zero. Anyway it 

is possible to repeat the process by taking the vapour from the 

separation stage and by feeding it to another separation stage 

where a partial condensation takes place. The liquid obtained 

can be fed to another separation stage to be vaporized. By 

repeating the procedure, a cascade of equilibrium stages is 

obtained with the phase continuously enriched in the most 

volatile component and the liquid phase with the less volatile 

component becoming more concentrated. In principle, by 

creating a large enough cascade an almost complete 

separation can be carried out. 

The liquid needed in the first stage (reflux) is given by 

condensing in a total or partial overhead condenser, the 

vapour that leaves the first stage. The remaining part of the 

overhead stream is withdrawn as distillate. The distillate flow 

stream is in liquid or vapour phase depending on the use of a 

total or partial condenser, respectively. The number of 

theoretical stages is converted to actual stages by means of the 

tray efficiency that takes into account the real behaviour of the 

stage. 

 

2.2 DISTILLATION PROCESSES CLASSIFICATION  

There are a lot of classifications about the distillation process. 

One of the most common classifications is according to the 

nature of the feed processed. We refer to binary distillation if 

there are only two components to be separated, this is the 
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simplest case and a lot of theoretical works refer to the binary 

case. 

In the multicomponent distillation process the feed mixture 

contains more than two components; a classical example is 

the oil processing that contains thousands of components. The 

behaviour of the feed components determines successive 

distinction. It is common to distinguish between ordinary 

distillation and azeotropic distillation. The first refers to 

components with a regular thermodynamic behaviour, the 

latter regards components for which the liquid and the vapour 

phases can be reach the same composition at a fixed point in 

the distillation process. No further separation can occur after 

this point without changing the operative variables of the 

process. Another classification is about the way by which the 

feed and the products are introduced and withdrawn in the 

process. In continuous distillation processes the feed(s) and 

the products are going into and out at the same time. Instead 

in batch distillation feed and the withdrawn are not supposed 

at the same time. Both distillation processes are industrially 

used for different purposes. Another technical classification 

can be made about the type of column internals. The 

separation principle of distillation processes is the mass 

transfer across the vapour-liquid interface, for this reason any 

distillation equipment has to provide high mass transfer rate. 

Tray columns and packed columns are most often used for 

distillation. Proper choice of column internals is very 
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important for effective and economic separation, anyway is not 

always possible to define an unambiguous choice because 

both tray and pack columns can be modified to fulfill different 

requirements.  

 

2.3 DISTILLATION PROCESS DESIGN  

Different levels of process description can be used depending 

on the scope of the design calculations. Traditionally, there is 

a distinction between rigorous and shortcut design methods. 

Both of them are used in this thesis work. The short-cut 

method is usually applied to obtain first design parameters. All 

the calculations performed in the thesis were done with 

process simulation software Aspen plus, HYSYS and pro II. 

Considering the more general stage representation reported 

infigure 2.1, valid in the general case of multiple feeds, vapour 

and liquid withdrawals and heat transfer in the stage, it is 

possible to apply the following equations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: General equilibrium stage for distillation processes. 
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Material balance (one for each component and each stage): 

 

 

Equilibrium relation (one for each component and each stage): 

 

Summation equation (one for each stage):   

 

 

 

Energy balance (one for each stage): 

 

 

 

To solve these equations vapour – liquid equilibrium (VLE) 

data are required, and all these equations must be solved 

simultaneously.  

Efficient methods for the solution of the trial and error 

calculations necessary in multi-component flash calculations 

are given by smith (1963), Oliver (1966), Hengstebeck (1961) 

and King (1980). 

Flash calculations are often needed to determine the condition 

of the feed to a distillation column. It can be used to determine 

    + -( - ) -( ) =0        (2.6) 

                        (2.7) 
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the flow of vapour from the reboiler or condenser if a partial 

condenser is used. 

Single-stage flash distillation processes are used to make a 

rough separation of the light components in a feed, often as a 

preliminary step before the distillation of a multicomponent 

system, for example, in distillation of crude oil. 

In many flash operations, the feed stream is at a higher 

pressure than the flash pressure. In this case, the heat of 

vaporization is provided by the enthalpy of the feed. The flash 

temperature will not be known and must be calculated by trial 

and error. A temperature must be found at which both the 

material and energy balances are satisfied. 

 

2.4 DEW POINTS AND BUBBLE POINTS 

In order to calculate the temperature of a stage, or a 

condenser, or a reboiler of a distillation column, the dew and 

bubble points need to be calculated. A saturated liquid is 

defined as a liquid that is at its bubble point. The bubble point 

temperature at a given pressure is the temperature at which 

any further rise in temperature at the given pressure will 

cause a drop of vapour to form. A saturation vapour is defined 

as a vapour that is at its dew point. The dew point 

temperature at a given pressure is the temperature at which 

any further drop in temperature at the given pressure will 

cause a drop of liquid to form.  
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Dew points and bubble points can be calculated from the 

knowledge of the vapour-liquid equilibrium of the system. In 

terms of the equilibrium constants, the bubble point and dew 

points are defined by the following equations: 

 

 Bubble point: 

 Dew point: 

 

For multicomponent mixtures, the temperature or pressure 

that satisfies these equations, at a given pressure of 

temperature, must be found by trial and error. For binary 

systems, the equation can be solved more easily because the 

component compositions are dependent, since fixing one fixes 

the other. 

                (2.13) 

                       (2.14) 

 

2.4.1 EQUILIBRIUM FLASH CALCULATIONS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2: A typical equilibrium flash process. 

         (2.11) 

 =1.0          (2.12) 
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The composition of the streams depends on the quantity of the 

feed flashed. The equations describing the process are the 

following: 

Material balance for any component : 

                (2.15) 

Energy balance using total stream enthalpies: 

        (2.16) 

The vapour – liquid equilibrium relationship in terms of 

equilibrium constants: 

                       (2.17) 

Combining equations (2.15) and (2.17) gives 

       (2.18) 

 

                    (2.19) 

     

Also, from equation (2.18 and (2.19) 

  

              (2.20) 

     

The term   is known as the absorption factor and is the 

ratio of the moles of any component in the liquid stream to the 

moles of the same stream component in the vapour stream. 
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The term    is known as the stripping factors Si and is the 

ratio of the moles of any component in the vapour stream to 

the moles of the same component in the liquid stream.  

 

2.5 MINIMUM REFLUX RATIO 

 The underwood equation is widely used to estimate the 

minimum reflux ratio for the multicomponent distillation. 

The equation can be stated in the following form: 

       (2.21) 

 

Where  = the relative volatility of component i with  

    respect to some reference component,  

    usually the heavy key. 

   = the minimum reflux ratio. 

   = the mole fraction of component i in the  

    tops at minimum reflux  

   θ = the root of the equation: 

 

        (2.22) 

Where  = the mole fraction of component  in the 

feed,  depends on the condition of the feed and is calculated 

from the following relationship: 

    =          heat to vaporize I mole of feed 

           Molar latent heat of feed      (2.23) 
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the value of  must lie between the values of the relative 

volatility of the light and heavy keys, and is found by trial and 

error. 

The relative volatility of a component  with respect to another 

component  can be expressed as the ratio of their  – values: 

  =         (2.24) 

           

For ideal solutions (obeying Raoult’s law), 

  

And  

                                      

  

Where      and  are the ideal K-values of components  

and ,   and are the pure component saturation vapour 

pressures (which can be calculated from Antoine equation) 

and P is the total pressure of the system.  

Minimum reflux is the condition attained as the reflux ratio is 

reduced and when a pinch point occurs at which separation 

can only be achieved with an infinite number of stages. This 

sets the minimum possible reflux ratio for the separation.  

 

2.6 REFLUX RATIO 

The reflux ratio, R, is given as: 

 =     Flow returned to reflux                        (2.27) 

     Flow of top product taken off 
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The number of stages required for a given separation depends 

on the reflux ratio used. 

 

 

 

2.7 TOTAL REFLUX RATIO 

Total reflux is the condition when all the condensate in the 

reflux condenser is returned to the distillation column as a 

reflux; no product is taken off and there is no product stream. 

At total reflux, the number of stages required for a given 

separation is the minimum at which it is theoretically possible 

to achieve the separation required. Even though total reflux is 

not a practical operating condition, it is a useful guide to the 

likely number of stages that will be needed. During start-up, 

columns are often operated at total reflux until steady stage is 

achieved. Also during testing of columns, total reflux is 

employed. 

 

2.8 OPTIMUM REFLUX RATIO  

The optimum reflux ratio lies somewhere between the 

minimum for the specified separation and total reflux. The 

optimum reflux ratio is that value at which the specified 

separation is achieved at minimum cost. Increasing the reflux 

ratio reduces the number of stages required and hence the 

capital cost, but it increases the service requirement (such as 

steam and cooling water) and thus operating cost. For many 
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systems, the optimum reflux lies between 1.2 and 1.5 times 

the minimum reflux ratio. 

 

 

2.9 KEY COMPONENTS 

Before column design is embarked upon, the two “key” 

components must be specified. These are the two components 

between which separation must be made. The light key is the 

component to be kept out of the bottom product and the heavy 

key the component to be kept out of the top product. 

Restrictions will be placed on the maximum concentrations of 

the keys in the top and bottom products. If the keys are 

adjacent to each other in a list of the components in order of 

volatility, they are called “adjacent keys”. If some other 

component lies between the keys in the list, they are called 

split keys. Experience shows that keys are usually adjacent.  

The “non-key” components that appear in both the top and 

bottom products are known as “distributed” components, 

whereas those that are not present to any significant extent in 

one or the other product are known as “non-distributed” 

components. 

 

2.10 FEED POINT LOCATIONS 

The location of the feed point affects the number of stages 

required for a given separation and the subsequent operation 

of the column. The feed point should be located at the point in 
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the column that gives the best agreement between the feed 

composition (vapour and liquid if two phases) and vapour and 

liquid streams in the column. In practice, two or more feed 

inlets are provided. This is to allow for changes in the actual 

feed inlet which may arise from uncertainties in the design 

calculations or data used in the design or from changes in the 

feed composition after start-up. 

 

2.11 COLUMN PRESSURE 

The main consideration in selecting the column pressure is to 

ensure that the dew point temperature of the distillate is above 

the temperature that can be obtained with the plant cooling 

water. If an excessively high column pressure will be needed to 

achieve this condition, then the use of refrigerated brine as 

plant cooling water should be considered to reduce the 

required column pressure.  

Vacuum distillation is used to reduce the column temperature 

for distilling heat-sensitive components or relatively non-

volatile components. When calculating the stage and reflux 

requirements of a column, the operating pressure is as 

constant throughout the column. In vacuum columns, the 

column pressure drop is a significant percentage of the total 

pressure and, therefore, the change in pressure up the column 

should be allowed for when calculating the stage 

temperatures. This may require a trial and error procedure 
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since an estimate of the number of stages need to be known 

before the pressure drop can be calculated.  

 

 

2.12  MULTICOMPONENT DISTILLATION COLUMN 

DESIGN METHOHS. 

2.12.1 HENGSTEBECK’S METHOD 

For any component  the Lewis – Sorel material balance 

equations and equilibrium relationship can be written in terms 

of the individual component molar flow rates; in place of the 

component composition: 

 =        (2.28) 

                            (2.29) 

   

For the stripping section  

 =                (2.30) 

       = V‘       (2.31) 

          

Where  = the liquid flow rate of any component  

from stage n, 

   = the vapour flow rate of any component   

from stage n, 

          = the flow rate of component  in the tops, 

      = the flow rate of component  in the  

bottoms, 
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   = the equilibrium constant for component   

at stage n. 

The superscript ‘ denotes the stripping section  and  are the 

total flow – rates, assumed constant. 

To reduce a multicomponent system to an equivalent binary, it 

is necessary to estimate the flow-rate of the key components 

throughout the column. 

Hengstebeck makes use of the fact that in a typical distillation 

the flow-rates of each of the light non-key components 

approaches a constant, limiting, rate in the rectifying section; 

and the flows of each of the heavy non-keys components 

approach limiting flow-rates in the stripping section. Putting 

the flow-rates of the non-keys equal to these limiting rates in 

each section enables the combined flows of the key 

components to be estimated. 

       (2.32) 

       (2.33) 

 

       (2.34) 

       )2.30(  

 

Where  and  are the estimated flow rates of the  

combined keys, 

   and  are the limiting liquid and vapour rates of  

components lighter than the keys in the rectifying 

section,  

Rectifying 
section 

Stripping 
section 
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 and  are the limiting liquid and vapour rates of 

components heavier than the keys in the stripping 

section. 

The method used to estimate the limiting flow-rates is that 

proposed by Jenny (1939). 

The equations are: 

 

            (2.31) 

     

         (2.32) 

                 (2.33) 

    

       (2.34) 

 

Where  = relative volatility of component 

     relative to the heavy key   (HK) 

  LK = relative volatility of the light key (LK),  

relative to the heavy key.  

Estimates of the flows of the combined keys enable operating 

lines to be drawn for the equivalent binary system. The 

equilibrium line is drawn by assuming a constant relative 

volatility for the light key:    

y =       LK        (2.35) 

  1 + ( LK-1)  
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Where  and  refer to the vapour and liquid concentrations of 

the light key.  

 

 

2.12.1 SMITH-BRINKLEY METHOD 

 Smith and Brinkley developed a method for determining 

the distribution of components in multicomponent separation 

processes. Their method is based on the solution of the 

infinite–difference equations that can be written for multistage 

separation processes, and can be used for distillation. The 

derivation of the equations is given by smith and Brinkley 

(1960) and Smith (1963). For any component  (Suffix  omitted 

in the equation for clarity) 

 

 

 

Where  is the fractural split of the component between  

the feed and the bottoms, and: 

 = number of equilibrium stages above the feed,  

 = number of equilibrium stages below the feed,  

 = stripping factor, rectifying section =  

 = stripping factor, stripping section =  

 and  are the total molar vapour and liquid flow rates, and 

the superscript ’ denotes the stripping section. 

 depends on the condition of the feed. If the feed is mainly 

liquid: 

 = (1 – S  ) +  S ) 

  (1 –  )  +   (1 – ) + GSr  (1 – S ) (2.36) 

Nr  

Nr - Ns Nr - Ns NS + 1 
 s 
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  =  

 

and the feed stage is added to the stripping section. 

If the feed is mainly vapour: 

 

  

 

Equation (2.36) is for a column with a total condenser. If a 

partial condenser is used the number of stages in the 

rectifying section should be increased by one. 

Procedure for using the Smith-Brinkley method is s follows: 

1. Estimate the flow-rates  and from the specified 

component separation and reflux ratio.  

2. Estimate the top and bottom temperatures by 

calculating the dew and bubble points for assumed top 

and bottom compositions.  

3. Estimate the feed point temperature.  

4. Estimate the average component K–values in the 

stripping and rectifying sections.  

5. Calculate the values of for the rectifying section and 

SS,  i  for the stripping section.  

6. Calculate the fractional split of each component, and 

hence the top and bottom compositions.  

7. Compare the calculated with the assumed values and 

check the overall column material balance.  

   
          (2.37) 

=   
                             )2.38(  
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8. Repeat the calculation until a satisfactory material 

balance is obtained. The usual procedure is to adjust 

the feed temperature up and down till a satisfactory 

balance. 

 

 The method is basically a rating method, suitable for 

determining the performance of an existing column, rather 

than a design method, as the number of stages must be 

known. 

It can be used for design by estimating the number of stages 

by some other method and using equation (2.36) to 

determining the top and bottom compositions. The estimated 

stages can then be adjusted and the calculations repeated 

until the required specifications are achieved. However, the 

Geddes-Hengstebeck method for estimating the component 

splits is easier to use and satisfactory for preliminary design. 

 

2.12.3  UNDERWOOD’S METHODS  

Here we have the underwood equations for multicomponent 

distillation with constant relative volatility and constant molar 

flows. It is important to note that adding more components 

does not give any additional degrees of freedom in operation. 

This implies that for an ordinary two-product distillation 

column we still have only two degrees of freedom, and thus, 

we will only specify two variables e.g. one property for each 

product. Typically, we specify the purity (or recovery) of the 
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light key in the top, and specify the heavy key purity in the 

bottom (the key components are defined as the components 

between which we are performing the split). The recoveries for 

all other components and the internal flows (L and V) will then 

be completely determined.  

 

2.13  EMPIRICAL CORRELATIONS  

 The two most frequently used empirical methods for 

estimating the stage requirements for multicomponent 

distillations are the correlations published by Gilliland (1940) 

and by Erbar and Maddox (1961). These relate the number of 

ideal stages required for a given separation, at a given reflux 

ratio, to the number at total reflux (minimum possible) and 

the minimum reflux ratio (infinite number of stages). 

  

2.14  DESCRIPTION OF THE CRUDE DISTILLATION 

PLANT 

The Crude Distillation Unit (CDU) is the first separation 

process that takes place in a refinery plant.  

Figure 2.3 shows a simplified view of the plant. 

After passing through a preheat train, 100,000 barrel/day of 

29.30 API crude is fed into a pre-flash separator operating at 

4500F and 75psia. The vapour from this separator by passes 

the crude furnace and is remixed with the hot (6500F) pre-

flash liquid leaving the furnace. The combined stream is then 

fed to the atmospheric crude column. The column operates 
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with a total condenser, three coupled side strippers, and three 

pumparound circuits.  

A naphtha product is produced overhead, a kerosene product 

is produced from the first side stripper, and atmospheric gas 

oil (AGO) is produced from the third side stripper. Both the 

AGO side stripper and the diesel side stripper are “steam 

stripped”, while the kerosene side stripper has a reboiler. 

The high temperature between the inlet and outlet streams of 

the furnace and the high flow rate of the crude processed 

make the furnace as one of the highest energy consumer of the 

whole refinery. It follows that also the cost of this unit is a 

meaningful part of the overall production costs. The stripping 

section below the feed location with few plates and a steam 

stream introduced in the bottom to strip the light components 

dragged in the liquid. The stripped liquid goes in the heat 

exchanger network for the feed preheating. Each side stripping 

column has four plates with steam and liquid moving counter 

current; the pumparounds regulate the vapour and liquid 

loadings; a partial condenser from where a light naphtha 

stream is obtained as liquid distillate and partially refluxed to 

the column. In this unit a stream of incondensable and fuel 

gas is also obtained, and part of this stream is recycled with 

the condenser to obtain a proper value of the pressure. The 

water added in the column with the bottom steam and with 

the side strippers is removed in the condenser’s pot and is 

sent to the waste water plant unit. 
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The CDU has a strategic role in the overall production asset. 

In fact, the product streams for the main column are the feed 

for other units of the plant, so global performance of the 

refinery production is strictly related to the first separation 

that here takes place.  

 

2.15 SIMULATION OF THE PLANT 

To develop a good simulation is a difficult task and many plant 

data and much time are needed together with a good technical 

knowledge of the plant. It is possible to describe the 

simulation procedure through these three principal steps: 

- definition of the flowsheet 

- definition of the operative variables 

- choice of thermodynamic model  

For the formal point it is necessary to choose the streams that 

must be included in the model. The choice to include in the 

model makes the simulation work more complicated because 

in a real plant it is usual to measure only a few selected 

variables of the streams of particular interest for the 

production scope. Thus it is impossible that all the streams 

are perfectly characterized. To overcome this problem it is 

necessary to refer to indications of the plant operators and of 

course to make a series of simulation tests to well understand 

the behaviour of the undefined streams on the model 

performance.  
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Another important input data required for the simulation 

model is the crude oil characterization. It is known that the oil 

is a mixture of so many components that is not possible to 

make a detailed classification based in terms of chemical 

compounds for this reason the crude is usually specified by 

means of distillation curves obtained by distilling a crude 

sample. Here the True Boiling Point (TBP) curve is used. In 

many refineries what is often available is only the crude assay, 

but to obtain a good simulation a more detailed TBP curve is 

necessary and more over also the crude assay could not 

represent the crude processed in the time of the observation. 

The difference in the real TBP and the assay data available in 

the refinery data base can be due to the blending of different 

crude, stratification or contaminated of the crude with another 

one in the storage tank. Moreover, to simulate real crude 

distillation unit it is better not to use the TBP already 

implemented in the simulation package, but always utilize 

plant data. This is because the quality of the same crude can 

change during the years or as a function of the point of 

extraction also if it comes from the same oilfield. In this work 

the TBP curve was used. The quality of the side stream 

products is specified by the ASTM D86 distillation curves.  

To choose the thermodynamic model, the following force, 

usually recommended for petrochemical plants operating at 

low or medium pressure are used 

 BK 10 
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 Peng-Robinson  

 Chao-Seader 

 Arayson-streed 

Peng-Robinson method will be utilized in all the simulations. 

 

2.16  OIL CHARACTERIZATION  

The petroleum characterization in Aspen Hysys accepts 

different types of information about the oil. The more 

information supplied about the sample, the more accurate the 

representation. The minimum amount of information that 

Aspen Hysys requires to characterize oil include: 

 A laboratory distillation curve or  

 Two of the following bulk properties: molecular weight, 

Density, or Watson K factor. 

 There are three steps involved in characterizing any oil in 

Aspen Hysys: 

 Characterizing the assay 

 Generating hypocomponents and 

 Installing the oil in the flow sheet. 

 

2.16.1  CHARACTERIZE THE ASSAY 

The assay contains all of the petroleum laboratory data, 

boiling point curves, light ends, property curves, and bulk 

properties. Aspen Hysys uses the supplied assay to generate 

internal TBP, molecular weight, and density and viscosity 

curves (referred to as working curves) 
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2.16.2  ASSAY TYPES 

 Accurate volatility characteristics are vital when 

representing a petroleum fluid in a process simulation. Aspen 

Hysys accepts the following standard laboratory analytical 

assay procedures:   

 True Boiling Point (TBP). Performed using a multi-

stage batch fractionation apparatus operated at 

relatively high reflux ratios. TBP distillations 

conducted at atmospheric or vacuum conditions are 

accepted by the characterization.  

 ASTM D86. Distillation employing batch fractionation 

but conducted using non-refluxed Engler flasks.  

Generally used for barometric pressure or cracking 

effects.  You must provide the data on a liquid volume 

basis. 

 D1160 distillation. Distillation employing batch 

fractionation but conducted using non-refluxed Engler 

flasks. Generally used for heavier petroleum fluids. 

Curves can be given at atmospheric pressure or 

corrected for vacuum conditions. You must provide the 

data on a liquid volume basis.  

 D86-D1160. This is a combination of the D56/D1160 

distillation data types. You can correct for thermal 
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cracking and enable vacuum distillation for sub-

atmospheric conditions. You must provide data on a 

liquid volume basis. 

 ASTM D2887. Simulated distillation analysis for 

chromatographic data reported only on a weight 

percent basis at atmospheric conditions.  

 Equilibrium flash vaporization (EFV). Involves a series 

of experiments at constant atmospheric pressure, 

where the total vapour is in equilibrium with the 

unvaporized liquid. 

 Chromatographic Analysis. A gas chromatographic 

analysis of a small sample of completely vaporized oil, 

analyzed for paraffin, aromatic, and naphthenic 

hydrocarbon groups from C6 to C30. Chromatographic 

analyses can be entered on a mole, mass or liquid 

volume basis.  

 

2.16.3 LIGHT ENDS 

Light ends are defined as pure-components with low boiling 

points. Components in the boiling range of C2 to n-C5 are most 

commonly of interest.  

 

2.16.4 BULK PROPERTIES 

Bulk properties for the sample may also be supplied. The bulk 

properties are optional if a distillation curve or chromatograph 

have been supplied. 
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 Molecular weight. This is the molecular weight of the 

bulk sample. It must be greater than 16.  

 Mass density. The mass density must be between 250 

and 2000kg/m3. 

 Watson (UOP) K factor. This must be between 8 and 15. 

 Bulk Viscosities. Given at two references temperatures, 

typically 37.780C and 98.890C (1000Fand 2100F). 

 

2.17 DISTILLATION PROCESSES MODELING  

In general, a model is a schematic representation of a (real) 

system, which describes in a given manner the system 

behaviour. Usually the model consists in asset of 

mathematical equations, so it being called a “Mathematical 

Model”; this work also focuses only on this type of models.  

There are several situations requiring the use of a 

mathematical model. Related to the announced distillation 

processes topic, first, a model could be used to simulate a 

particular distillation column or even an entire plant. The 

simulators are the most used tools in research activities with a 

wide coverage area of interest; process intimacy investigation, 

plant structure and control systems design and test state 

estimation (inferential state and outputs evolution), plant 

operators training and so on. These models, well known as 

“simulation models” describes the process behaviour (internal 

state and outputs evolution) for a specific set of input 
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variables, taking into account the time (dynamic models) or 

not (steady state models).  

Then, slightly different types of models are as an intrinsic 

component of the control systems. Generally, the advanced 

control algorithms (i.e. feed forward control) are derived or 

even include these “control mathematical models”. In this 

case, the model mainly “tells” what inputs are required to get 

the desired system outputs (in a specific time), in respect with 

a set of process constraints (Chung and Riggs, 1995; Hsie, 

1989; Gani, et al., Radulescu, 2002). 

The mathematical models may be categorized according with 

many criteria, but only a few are significant when applied to 

the distillation process models. 

The mathematical models may be categorized according to 

many criteria but only a few are significant when applied to 

distillation process models. In this research, two of the most 

used types will be emphasized.  

 

2.18 STEADY STATE VS. DYNAMIC MODELS 

As shown above, these two types differ in the manner the time 

is taken into account or not. Of course, a dynamic model is 

supposed to better describe the process behaviour than a 

steady state one. but there are many situations that do not 

require such a complexity; a well-known example in the 

distillation column design which makes use of only steady 

state models to determine the column geometry and operating 
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parameters, as the design specifications would be 

accomplished. Here classical software tools (Hysys for 

example) will be used since there is no need for more complex 

environments.  

 

2.19 THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR THE CRUDE OIL 

UNIT DYNAMICS  

It is quite difficult to build-up a dynamic model for the multi-

component distillation due to the process complexity and 

problems affecting the numerical integration of the model 

equations, even by using “top level” algorithms and powerful 

digital equipments. This work purposes a model representing a 

compromise between good results accuracy and a reasonable 

model dimension in order to require a non-prohibitive 

execution time for the integration routine. Still the proposed 

model remains a “full-scale” one, because no dimensional 

reduction techniques are applied-all model good performances 

and robustness coming from a judicious equations 

formulation. The crude oil plant considered in this work 

consists in one main column with three pumparounds and 

three side draws to the side stripers; the top vapour is totally 

condensed and stored in a tank where the water is decanted; a 

part of the top product turns back into the column as external 

reflux. The crude feed was divided into NC = 30 pseudo-

components (including added water), in order to represent the 

true-boiling-point (TBP) curve, a manner of work extended to 
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all material streams in the plant. The model for the entire unit 

is obtained from the models for each particular element of the 

plant as shown therein after. 

 

2.19.1 THE COLUMNS AND SIDESTRIPERS 

The model for the main column and sidestrippers is 

qualitatively the same; only the number of trays is different 

and may be considered as a “structural parameter” Equations 

for total material balance, component material balance, energy 

balance and liquid-vapour equilibrium are here involved.  

On the other hand, a dynamic model is strongly required for 

post-design studies, when testing the plant behaviour (before 

building it up). 

Even if the author met a few different opinions, he believes 

that only a dynamic simulation can offer a complete overview 

on the distillation plant.  

 

2.19.2 RIGOROUS VS. EMPIRICAL MODELS 

A mathematical model may be formulated mainly through two 

techniques. First, using some basic principles leading the real 

system behavior (i.e., mass and energy conservation, liquid 

vapour equilibrium), with usual simplifying assumptions, 

adequate relations between inputs, outputs and state 

variables are established. The used principles are chosen in a 

manner that can globally characterize the system (the 

distillation process in our case), so the obtained equations 
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system being that way a mathematical model for it. This is a 

so-called “rigorous model”. 

Generally, for a particular distillation plant, such a (dynamic) 

model consists in hundreds or even thousands of algebraic 

and differential equations (Radulescu, et al, 1998, 2000). It 

should be used only when a deep “look inside the process” is 

needed (for fundamental research topics), as time as it usually 

requires top-level hardware and software environments to be 

put into value. The simulation time is long enough to prohibit 

the use of this model in real-time systems, designed for 

advanced control processes. But the model has a unique 

feature: it best describes the process intimacy behaviour and 

offers significant information related to the real plant that 

could not be revealed even on the physical system, through 

classical measurements. 

On the other hand, for many applications such a “complete” 

and complex model is not useful. The training software 

simulators and advanced control system, for example, are 

based on reduced scale models, still giving an acceptable 

overview on the distillation plant behaviour (input-output 

correlations) but without any details about “what is inside” 

(Chung and Riggs, 1995; Hsie, 1989; Kienle,2000; Radulescu, 

2002). 

Usually, these models are obtained through identification 

(observing the real plant or making use of a software simulator 

based on a rigorous model) or other reduction techniques and 
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mainly do not take into account the physical principles leading 

the distillation process, so being called “empirical models”. 

This type is very useful when a fast simulation is required, as 

in real-time systems (Kiele, 2000; Radulescu, 2002). 

It is very interesting that sometimes, a particular application 

requires a hybrid model (typical in the advanced control area) 

with both rigorous and empirical component. At this point, it 

must be revealed that, if a rigorous dynamic model for the 

distillation process is available, there are several ways to 

obtain from it both dynamic and steady state reduced-scale 

models, as the specific application requires. This is the major 

reason why the author has focused this work on how to obtain 

and truly put into value a complex dimensional steady state 

and dynamic models for this process in general (and in 

particular for the crude oil plant).  
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CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1 RESEARCH ASSUMPTIONS 

Based on own experience and literature study too, some 

simplifying assumptions have to be made: 

- The mixture is “approximated” using pseudo-

component technique. 

- Perfectly mixed component on column tray. 

- Equilibrium (theoretical) trays, with negligible vapour 

holdups. 

- Constant pressure profile. 

- Total condenser with “perfect” controlled temperature. 

- The dynamic model is based on standard model 

formulation for distillation column. However, some 

significant changes are made in order to improve the 

numerical solution:  

 The model is explicitly oriented to a topological 

description of the plant 

 The total material and energy balance have an adopted 

form, in order to make the system solve. 

 A robust and original model for the top total condenser 

with accumulation tank is included, based only on 

material balance equations instead of equilibrium 

equation.  
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3.2 DISTILLATION COLUMN PLANT DESIGN  

Distillation is the most widely used separation process in the 

chemical process and allied industries. The steps involved in 

the design of a distillation column have been itemized into 

steps by Sinnot (1999): 

1. Specify the degree of separation required, that is, set 

the product specification. 

2. Specify the operating conditions, that is, specify 

whether a batch or a continuous process is to be used, 

and specify the operating pressure.  

3. Specify the type of contacting device to be used, that 

is, whether plates or packing.  

4. Determine the stages and reflux requirements, that is, 

determine the number of equilibrium stages. 

5. Determine the size of the column, that is, determine 

the diameter of the column and the number of real 

stages.  

The principal step is to determine the stage and reflux 

requirements. This is relatively simple procedure when the 

feed is a binary mixture. The procedure becomes complex and 

involved when the feed is a multicomponent mixture.  

When distilling a multicomponent system, you cannot operate 

at less than some minimum value of the reflux ratio. For 

multicomponent systems, the minimum reflux ratio is 

calculated on the basis of separation of two key components, 

called the light and heavy key. 
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In binary systems, purity is defined by specifying  (  

stands for distillate while  is bottoms,  is the feed 

composition,  usually refers to the liquid phases,  is used to 

represent the gaseous phase). 

This then fixes  and  for a given F. Once the reflux ratio is 

chosen, we can then calculate the number of stages. 

For multicomponent systems, specifying one concentration in 

 and  is not sufficient. In general, the designer will choose 

two components whose concentrations or fractional recoveries 

in D and B are good indicators of separation required. These 

are the “keys;” one is the “light key ( )” and the other is the 

“heavy key ( )”. The designer assigns small values to DH and 

XBL; i.e. most of the light key should be found in D (the 

distillate) while most of the heavy key should be in the  (the 

bottoms). 

Any two components can be chosen as the keys – if they are 

adjacent in the rank order or volatility, such a choice will lead 

to what is called sharp separation. Of course what you choose 

as keys will affect the actual separation of the other 

components. 

 Fenske’s equation applies to any two components at as 

reflux 

 = log   
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 is more volatile than  (i.e.  is the light and  is the heavy key) 

and  = (Dij  ij ij)1/3       (3.2) 

i.e.  is the geometric mean of the  at the temperature of 

the feed, distillate and the bottoms.  

Unlike binary systems, in multicomponent systems there are 

two “pinch” regions – one above the feed and one below the 

feed (for minimum reflux). An approximate (but fairly accurate) 

method for calculating  is given by underwood. Two 

equations must be solved. 

  q        =          i  

          (3.3) 

       =         i Di 

           i -Ф      (3.4) 

Where i is equal to   where Kref is the  value for the 

heavy key. The correct value of Ф lies between the values of  

for the keys; i.e. solve the first equation for Ф, use this to get 

Rmin. Notices that while all components feed are in the first 

equation, the second equation contains only those found in 

the distillate, if there are two or more values of Ф between ’s 

(of the keys) that will satisfy the first equation. The correct 

value is found by solving the equations (3.3) and (3.4) 

simultaneously. 

 
  Kref 
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For the number of stages, there are a number of techniques 

which can be used for preliminary estimates. Gilliland’s 

correlation requires minimum number of plates at ∞ reflux by 

Fenske’s method and the minimum reflux ratio from 

Underwood’s equation. The correlation is presented as a log- 

log plot of - min (call it ) Vs R+Rmin (call it ).   (3.5) 

   + I         R + I 

When  = min,  = 0 and  = ∞, when N = Nmin,  = 0 and  

 1. There are number of equations that can be used to 

represent the plot. The Eduljee Equation: 

 = 0.75 (1 – 0.5668) and it applies for 0.01 <  < l, 

values of X below 0.01 are of little practical importance.  

The Chung equation is Y = l - exp (1.490 + 0.315  – 1.805/ 0.1  

            (3.6) 

Molkanov’s equation  

                               (1 + 54.4 ) ( -1)   (3.7) 

       =           1 - exp 

     (11 + 117.2 ) ( 0.5) 

When  is 1.5, Gilliland’s correlation shows that   

 

is 2.0. The Gilliland correlation is OK for preliminary 

estimates, but has some restrictions 

 Number of components must be 2-11. 

  values must be between 0.28 and 1.42. 

 pressure must be from vacuum 600psig. 

  must be between 1.11 and 4.05. 

    
   min 

      R 
   min + l 
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 Rmin must be between 0.53 and 9.09. 

 Nmin must be from 3.4 to 60.3. 

More accurate correlations must use q as a parameter, the 

simple Gilliland correlation appears to be conservative for 

feeds with low q’s. If stripping is more important than the 

rectifying then Gilliland’s correlation does not work well.  

The most popular method for determining the feed locations 

are done by using Fenske’s equation and KirK bridge equation 

which is given below. 

 = HK B,        (3.8) 

  ZLK D,  

Where NR is the number of stages above the feed, while Ns is 

the number of stages below the feed. Since  where 

 is the total number of stages, we can easily calculate the 

location of the feed plate. 

The Fenske equation can be turned “inside-out” to help 

estimate the splits of other components, if the split of one is 

specified. 

 

Di = (ij
Nmin) Dj        (3.9)  

Bi        bj 

The estimated splits are close to being correct even though N 

is not at minimum. If you multiply the equation by    i.e.  

  then you get 

 

 
       

 Distillate 
 Bottoms 
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 = (ij
Nmin) d  

      b  

If  is the heavy key, the =  +  (material balance on the 

column) can show that di = 

 

 

Notice that in equation (3.10) the  refers to a non-key 

component while the  the heavy key component. When you 

calculate the minimum number of stages, the  was the heavy 

key, in this equation the  is a non-key component (i.e. it’s 

everything other than the heavy key component). 

             (3.11) 

 

3.3 Column Modeling  

Schematically, a distillation column is composed of a cascade 

of trays between which liquid and vapour phases flow in 

counter-current directions according to hydrodynamic 

diagrams depending on tray model. These interactions lead to 

a mass transfer so that the less volatile components are 

recoverable at the lower trays, whereas the lightest are 

recovered mainly in the distillate. To account for the physical 

interactions, we used the rigorous method based on the 

bubble point calculation without definition of the light and 

heavier keys in the column. 

 

 

i  ij
min   

         )3.10(  
 1+  ij

min   
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CASE 1 

3.4 MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND ALGORITHM 

(STEADY STATE) 

3.4.1 Mathematical Model 

 

Figure 3.1 General Distillation Column 

The generalized equilibrium stage column is shown in figure 

3.1 the model represents a complex column configuration with  
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multiple feeds, side streams, strippers and/or heat exchangers 

to be considered, and the model actually represents multi-

component column. 

The sketch of the equilibrium stage j is presented in figure 

3.2.The first equilibrium stage is the condenser and the last 

stage is the reboiler of the last stripper column. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.2: Sketch of the equilibrium of the jth stage. 

For a system with Nt stages and n components, the material, 

equilibrium, summation and enthalpy balance equations 

(MESH equations) for any stage  and component at steady 

state are given in the following; 

(1)  equations (material balances of the th component): 
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j j,i -Lj-1Xj-1,i- Vj+1 Yj+1,i+ Vj Yj,i +VSj Yj,i 

  LS1j1Xj1,i- Vj2Yj2,i + LSjXj,i+ LSOj,i Xj,i+ 

  LOj,iXj,i - FjZj,i = O (1 ≤ J ≤ Nt, 1 ≤ i ≤ n) (3.12) 

(2) E equations (phase equilibrium relationship): ≤≥ 

 Yj,i = Kj,i Xji ( 1 ≤ j ≤ Nt, 1 ≤ i ≤ n)     (3.13) 

(3) S equations (summations of mole fraction): 

  Xj,i = 1,  Yj,i = 1 (1 ≤ j ≤ Nt, 1 ≤ i ≤ n)  (3.14) 

 

(4) H equations (heat balance): 

 (Lj + LSj + LSOj + LOj) HLj + (Vj + VSj) HVj + Qj –  

         Lj-1HLj-1 – Vj+1HVj+1 – LS1j, HLS1j1 – Vj2HVj2  

 - FjHFj = O (1 ≤ j ≤Nt, 1 ≤ i ≤ n).    (3.15) 

 

3.4.2 Analysis of Degree of Freedom 

The analysis of freedom degree is a critical step before solving 

the mathematical model. They must be zero before the column 

can commence in Hysys. The number of active specifications 

that the column requires depends on the configuration of the 

column and can be determined using this formular. 

 No of active specifications = no offside exchangers + no of side 

draws + no of pumparounds + no of side strippers. The 

variables and equations of a multi-component column are 

listed in table 1, it can be concluded that the number of total 

variables is Nt (3n + 6) + Nf (n+3) + 3Ns+3NL + 6N1 + 6N2 + 2NQ 

+ 2, the number of freedom degree is Nf (n+2) + Nt + 3N1 + 4N2 

+ 2NS + 2NL +2NQ + 2. 

∑ 
n 

i =1 
∑ 
n 

i = 1 
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3.4.3 Design Specification  

Design specification would be carried out in the following 

procedure. Target variables: total flow rates, reflux ratio, the 

concentration of key components, the draw amount of the key 

components and the liquid flowrate of the column inter-stage. 

Independent variables: The duty of condenser the duty of 

reboiler, the vapour flowrate of the main column, the liquid 

draw flowrate of the main column, the draw flowrate of the 

side stripper column, the recycle flowrate of the inter-stage, 

the duty of a stage and the side draw flowrate of the main 

column. 
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Table 3.1: Variables and Constrained Equation 

 

 

No      Variable                                          Number      Equation                                     Number                                   

1 Fj, TFj, JFj 3Nf Material balance Nt-n 

2 Zj,J Nfn Equilibrium relationships Nt-n 

3 Pj, Tj,Vj, Lj 4Nt Summations of mole fractions 2Nt 

4 Xj, Yj, I 2Nt-n Heat balance Nt 

5 Kj,I Nt-n Kj equations Nt-n 

6 LSj and feed location 2NL LSOj=LSIj N1 

7 LOj, LSIj and feed location 2Ns Calculation of HLj and HVj 2Nt 

8 LSOj, LSIj, and feed location 2N1+2N1 Calculation of HLSIj and 

HLSOj 

2N1 

9 LOj and feed location 2N2 Calculation of HLOj and HVIj 2N2 

10 VIj and feed location 2N2 Calculaltion of HLSj and HVSj NL+Ns 

11 HLSj, HVSj NL+Ns ∑Zj=1 Nf 

12 HLj,HVj 2Nt   

  13 HLSIj, HLSOj, HLOj, HVIj 2N1+2N2   

14 Number of heat exchanger and 

locations Qcondence Qreboiler 

2NQ+1   

Total 

              Number of the variables=Nt(3n+6 )+Nf(n+3)+3Ns+3NL+6N1+6N2+2NQ+2 

              Freedom of degree=Nf(n+2)+Nt+3N1+4N2+2NL+2NQ+2                                                                                                                  

              Number of the equations=Nt(3n+5)+Nf+Ns+NL+3N1+2N2 
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3.3.4 STRATEGY OF SOLUTION 

                                              

Fig. 3.3: The procedure for proposed algorithm. 
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Computational procedure 

The block flow chart is shown in Fig.3.3. The description is 

given as the following steps 1-8: 

Step 1: Initialize all variables, calculate all properties of the 

pure components and mixtures, and select the base-

component (i). 

Step 2: Evaluate the convergence parameters by the simplified 

K and H model; 

(1) Solve the component mass balances (approximate tri-

diagonal matrix), obtain Lj,1; 

(2) Calculate the stage temperature (Tj) via the improved VLE 

(vapour-liquid Equilibrium) model, and calculate the HLj, HVj, 

HVSj, HLSIj, HLSOj, HLOj, HLSj andHj. 

(3) Calculate errors in stage heat balances, and departures 

of product flow rates from specified values; 

(4) Perturb Sj, obtain new Hj (K+1) and otherwise go to step 3. 

Step 3: Calculate Jacobian matrix in terms of Hj, Sj and Hj 

(K+1), Sj (K+1), invert the matrix.  

Step: Predict the changes (∆Sj) to parameters by using inverse 

Joacobian and current errors. Calculate the new Sj(K+1) by the 

∆Sj and damping factor [t (K)], the bound oft (K) is usually 

around [0.3,0.7], if erhc (K+1)≥ erhc (K), then t (K) should be 

adjusted in the calculation, t (t+K) = t (K)/2. 

Step 5: Evaluate the net set of parameters (step 2). If the 

average error is not lower than that of the last time, go to step 

6, else compare with the specified error, if meeting the 
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demand, go to step 6, else compare with the specified error, if 

meeting the demand, go to step 6, else repeat step 3. 

Step 6: Calculate the new phase equilibrium (K) and 

enthalpies (H) by rigorous models. The rigorous equilibrium 

models such as PR, SRK, NRTL, UNIQUAC and so on are 

developed, which can be chosen by the users. The enthalpy is 

calculated based on Lee-Kesler model. Check for convergence. 

Establish new phase equilibrium and enthalpy – model 

coefficients. 

Step 7: Calculate the errors of temperature (erhc), phase 

equilibrium (erkc), material (erwc), enthalpy (erhc), if meeting 

the demand, go to step 8, else repeat step 2 using the new 

parameters.  

Step 8: Output the results and end.  

 

3.3.5 Important Equations 

a. Vapour – liquid equilibrium (K) models. 

To reduce the computation time for composition-dependent K 

values and bubble points, in the iteration process of step 1 – 

5, the simplified Kb method is used effectively. Since the 

vapour pressures of the components tend to form roughly 

parallel lines, a usual way of approximating K values is by 

using volatilities relative to that of predominant component. 

The predominant component is the component whose K is 

nearest to 1: 
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Kj,i (Xj,Tj, Yj, Pj) = Kbj (Tj) j,i (Xj, Yj, Tj, Pj), Kbj can be calculated 

by equation (3.16): 

In (Kbj) = Ka,j + Kb,j       (3.16) 

Where Kbj is the K value of the base component at the jth 

stage, Ka,j and Kb,j are the coefficient that can be determined by 

perturbing the temperature. j,i is volatility parameter of 

component i relative to the base–component at the jth stage. 

b. Stripper factor as variables. 

Instead of using stage temperatures and vapour flows as 

independent variables, Boston et al combined their effects by 

introducing the stripping factors (sj): 

 

 Sj = KbjVj       (3.17) 

     Lj 

 The temperatures and interstage flows are lumped 

together as the stripping factor, which is really what moves 

material up or down within the column. 

The stripping factors are much suitable as independent 

variables than vapour flows and temperatures. Using the 

stripping factors as variables means that temperatures and 

flows are calculated quantitatively. Furthermore, the column 

always in material balance, and then the phenomena of “dried 

up” trays and negative flow rates would be avoided. 

 

 

 

1 - 1 
Tj  Tj* 
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3.3.6 Enthalpy (H) Models 

In the iteration process of steps 1-5, enthalpies are calculated 

as the simplified Equations. (3.18-3.20): 

 HL = HL0 + ∆HL, HV = HV0 + ∆HV,               (3.18)  

where HV and HL are the vapour and liquid enthalpies of per 

mole of mixture, ∆HV and ∆HL are departures from ideal gas 

to real fluid, and HL0andHV0 are ideal liquid and vapour 

enthalpies for the phase compositions, given by; 

 HL0 = ∑xih0
i, HV0=∑yihi           (3.19) 

The ideal gas enthalpy, h0
i, is usually polynomial function of 

temperature. A simple model is used for calculating the liquid-

phase and vapour-phase departure. 

∆HL = HLa + HLb (T-T*), ∆HV = HVa + HVb (T-T*),        (3.20) 

HVa, HVb, HLa and HLb are the enthalpy coefficients, which are 

derived from the temperature perturbation. T and T* are the 

temperature and the reference temperatures. 

In the iteration process of steps 6,7, rigorous enthalpies are 

calculated based on Lee-Kesler model. 

 

3.3.7 Solving the ME Equations  

Replacing Yj,i in Equation (3.12) by using Equation (3.14) and 

(3.13), it becomes. 

Fj,i = LjXj,i + VjKj,iCj,i - Lj-1,i - Vj+1Kj+1,iXj+1,i + VSj,iKj,iXj,i+  

  LSj,iXj,i - LS1j1Xj1,i +LSOjXj,i - Vlj2Jj2,iXj2,i + LOjXj,i 

  (1 ≤ j ≤Nt,1 ≤ i≤ n).           (3.30) 
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These variables Vj, Xj,i, Kj,i, RLSj, VSj, LSj, LS1j1, LSOj, Vj2, LOj 

are eliminated and substituted by Equations (3.31 – 3.36) 

respectively. Thus, Equation (3.37) is obtained. 

 

(1) Vapour flow rate of the jth stage (Vj): 

          Sj     =   KbjVj      ≡     Vj  =       SjLj        (3.31) 

               Lj               Kbj 

 

(2) User-defined variables (RLSj and RVSj) 

  RLSj   = LSj            (3.32) 

    Lj 

  RVSj  =    VSj             (3.33) 

           Lj 

(3) The inter cycle discharge of the jth stage (LSOj), and the 

inner cycle return flow to the jth (LSIj1): 

   

       RLSOj     =  LSOj 

       Lj 

      Then  LSOj Xj,i = RLSOjLj,i        

   LSljl = LSOjl 

          Then LSljlXjl,i = RLSOjlLjl,i        (3.34) 

(4) The flow from the main column to the stripper (LOj) and 

the flow from the stripper to the main column (Vj2): 

  LOj,iXj,i = RLOjLj,i        (3.35) 

  Vj2Kj2,iXj2,i = j2,iSj2Lj2,i       (3.36) 
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Fj,i = -Lj-1,i + [1 + RLSj + RLSOj + RLOj + (1 + RVSj) j,iSj] 

  Lj,i - j + 1,iSjLj + 1,i - [RLSOj1Lj1,i + j2,i Sj2Lj2,i] 

  (1 ≤ j ≤ Nt, 1≤ i ≤ n)       (3.37) 

For the other stages, the mass balance are substituted and 

simplified as Eq. (3.37). The mathematical model of column 

can be written as follows: 

Condenser of the main column (j=1): 

Fj,i = [1 + RLSj + RLSOj + RLOj + (1 + RVSj) j,iSj] Lj,i - j+1,i 

  Sj+1Lj+1,i - [RLSOj1Lj1,i + j2,iSj2Lj2,i] (j=1, 1≤ i ≤ n) (3.38) 

The mid-stage of the main column (1 <j<Nt1): 

Fj,i = -Lj-1,i + [1 + RLSj + RLSOj + RLOj + (1 + RVSj) j,iSj] 

  Lj,i - j+1,iSj+1Lj+1,i - [RLSOj1Lj1,i + j2,iSj2Lj2,i]        (3.39) 

Reboiler of the main column (LSj no existing, j = Nt1): 

Fj,i = -Lj-1,i + [1 + RLSj + RLSOj +RLOj + (1 + RVSj) j,iSj] 

  Lj,i - [RLSOj,Lj1,i + j2,iSj2Lj2,i]                 (3.40) 

The 1st stage of the stripper column (j = Nt1+1): 

Fj,i = [1 + RLSj + RLSOj + RLOj (1 + RVSj) j,isj] Lj,  

  - j+1,iSj+1,أ = RLOj1Lj1,i                 (3.41) 

The mid-stage of the stripper column (Nt1 + 1 < j < Nt1): 

Fj,i = -Lj-1,i + [1 + RLSj + RLSOj + RLOj + (1 + RVSj) j,iSi] 

  - j+1,iSjLj+1,i          (3.42) 

The Nth stage (j = Nt): 

Fj,i = -Lj-1,i + [1 + RLSj + RLSOj + RLOj + (1 + RVSj)  

  j,iSj] Lj,i            (3.43) 
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Equations (3.38-3.43) are re-arranged and re-written as the 

following matrix form (known as the coefficient matrix of M 

equations): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Where Aj = -1, 

Bj = 1 + RLSj + RLSOj + RLOj + RLOj + (1 + RVSj) j,iSj, 

Cj = -j+1,iSj+1; 

M and R represent RLSOj1 and j2,iSj2, which are the 

coefficients of the recycle flow stage of the main column and 

the flow from the stripper to the main column respectively.  

The coefficient matrix of the equations for mass balance is 

expressed as a tri-diagonal matrix, which can be solved 

directly with the Guassian elimination method. Because of the 

off-band elements, the Guassian algorithm cannot be applied 

directly here. In this work, an efficient method was developed 

to handle this problem. Each row in the coefficient matrix is 

used to eliminate the element of the row below it. 

B1 C1 
A2 B2 C2 R 
 .  .    . 
  .  .     . 
   .  .      . 
       .       . 
   Aj  Bj    Cj 
        .   .        . 
     . .       . 
M    ANt-1.  .BNt-1 CNt-1       
      
      ANt     BNt 

L1,i 

 
L2,i 

  . 
  . 
Lj,i 
. 
. 
LNt-1,i 
 
LNt,i 

F1,i 
 
F2,i 

 
 
Fj,i 
. 
. 
 
FNt-1,i 
 
FNt,i 

= (3.44
)))4) 
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The coefficient matrix was reduced to an upper triangular 

matrix with the normalized diagonal elements equal to 1 in 

equation (2.8). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3.8 Solving the Enthalpy Equations 

The enthalpy equations are considered as the convergence 

criteria. The H equations of all the stages can be rewritten as 

Eq. (29), which is the implicit function of the Sj: 

 H1 = F (S1, S2 . . . SNt, SNt+1, . . . SN1) = 0 

 H2 = F (S1 S2 . . . SNt, SNt+1, . . .  SN1) = 0         . 

 HNt = F (S1 S2 . . . SNt, SNt+1, . . .  SN1) = 0 

 HNt+1 F (S1 S2 . . . SNt, SNt+1, . . .  SN1) = 0 

 HN1 = F (S1 S2 . . . SNt, SNt+1, . . .  SN1) = 0 

Where the subscript N1 represents the total number of the 

enthalpy equations after the design specification has been 

done. SNt+1, . . . SN1 are the incremental independent variables, 

HNt+1, . . . HN1 represent the target equations corresponding to 

1 
 1   R 
  . 
   . 
    . 
     1 
       . 
        . 
  . 
    1 
 
 
0    1 

L1,i 

L2,i 

  . 
  . 
  . 
Lj,i  = 
. 
. 
. 
LNt-1,i 
LNt,i 

F11,i 
F12,i 

  . 
  . 
  . 
F1j,i   (3.45)
  
. 
. 
. 
F1Nt-1,i 
F1Nt,i 
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the incremental independent variables. The enthalpy 

equations are solved by the Newton-Raphson method, the first 

Joacobian matrix will be formed by the perturbation Sj, and 

then it is updated by the stripping factor (Sj) derivative of 

enthalpy (Hj). The step length of the stripping factors (Sj) are 

derived from the departure of enthalpies [Hj (K) – Hj (K-1)] and 

the inverse matrix of the Joacobian, and a damping factor is 

introduced to accelerate convergence.  
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3.5 CASE 2: Dynamic Mathematical Model for the Crude 

Oil Distillation Plant  

It is quite difficult to build-up a dynamic model for the multi-

component distillation due to the process complexity and 

problems affecting the numerical integration of the model 

equations, even by using “top level” algorithms and powerful 

digital equipments. The author proposes a model representing 

a compromise between good results accuracy and a reasonable 

model dimension in order to require a non prohibitive 

execution time for the integration routine. Still the proposed 

model remains a “full-scale” one, because no dimensional 

reduction techniques are applied – all model good 

performances and robustness coming from a judicious 

equations formulation. Based on own experience and literature 

study too As shown in figure 3.4, the crude oil plant 

considered in this work consists in one main column with 

three pumparounds and three sidedraws to the sidestripers; 

the top vapor is totally condensed and stored in a tank where 

the water is decanted; a part of the top product turns back 

into the column as external reflux. 

The crude feed was divided into NC = 37 pseudocomponents 

(including added water), in order to represent the true-boiling-

point (TBP), a manner of work extended to all material streams 

in the plant. The model for the entire unit is obtained from the 

models for each particular element of the plant as shown there 

in after.  
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Column top (K = 1, fig.3.4). 

 

Fig.3.4:  Column streams:  (a) column top, (b) a tray 

inside the column, (c) column bottom 

Component material balance, with dm1/dt substituted from 

the total material balance equation: 

M1dx1,i  = FL1. XFL1,i + FV1. YFV1,i + V2.K2,i. X2,i-VE1.K1i.X1,i-  

    dt        X1,i(FL1+FV1+V2-VE1)            (3.46) 

  i=1,....., NC-1 

 

Summation condition: 0 = 1 -      (3.47) 

 

Phase equilibrium:        0 = Y1,i - K1,i X1,i   i  = 1, . . ., NC 

 

Summation Condition:    0 = 1 -    (3.48) 

 

Total material balance, where the left-hand side dm1/dt, is 

substituted from the holdup equation, taking into account in 

the Francis relation: 

∑X1,i 

NC 

i=1 

∑Y1,  i  

i=1 

NC 
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2 bm,. LE(-1/3).dLE1 = FL1 + FV1 +V2 –VE1 –LE1     (3.49) 

3   dt 

Energy balance, assuming quasi-static temperature changes 

(dT1 ≈ 0) leading to an easier way to solve dynamic model 

formulation: 

0 = FL1. HFL1 + FV1 + V2. HV2 – VE1 .HV1 – HL1. (FL1 +  

  FV1 + V2 – VE1)- M1  dx1,i      (3.50) 

         Dt 

Holdup: 0 = M1-bm1. LE12/3-M0,1         (3.51) 

 

Liquid and vapour side draws:  

  0 = LE1 – L1 – DL1         (3.52) 

  0 = VE1 – V1 – DV1         (3.53) 

The model equations for the inner trays and column bottom 

are formulated in a similar way. 

Tray inside the column; 

Tray K (K = 2 . . . . NS – 1, Fig, 2b): 

Component material balance: 

 

MK dxK,i = FLK. XFLK,i + FVK. YFVK,i + Lk-1. XK-1,i. 

 dt  VK+1 KK+1,i. XK+1,i- VEK.KK,i.XK,i- XK,i  

   (FLK+ FVK + LK-1 + VK+1 – VEK) i = 1,. . ., NC-1        

          (3.54) 

 

  

∑HLP1,i. 
NC 

i=j 
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Summation condition: 

  

0 = 1 -          (3.55) 

 

Phase equilibrium: 

0= YKi - KK,i .XK,i i = 1, . . ., NC      (3.56) 

 

Summation Condition: 

  

0 = 1 -            (3.57) 

 

Total material balance: 

2 bmK . LEK(-1/3). dLEK = FLK + FVK + LK-1 + VEK - LEK    (3.58)  

dt 

Energy balance: 

0 = FLK. HFLK + FVK. HFVK + LK-1. HLK-1 + VK+1. HVKH –  

  VEK. HVK- HLK. (FLK + FVK +LK-1 +Vk+1 –VEK) – dxk,i m 

                                                              dt 

       (3.59) 

Holdup: 

0 = mK – bmK. LER2/3 – m0,K         (3.60) 

 

Liquid and vapour sidedraws: 

0 = LEK – LK - DLK             (3.61) 

0 = VEK –VK - DVK              (3.62) 

 

∑XK,i 
NC 

i=1 

∑YK,i 
NC 

i=1 

∑HLPK,i.) 
NC 

i=1 
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For column bottom (K = NS, fig. 2C): 

Component material balance: 

 

MNs dXNs,  i  = FLNS. XFLNS,i + FVNS. YFVNS,i+ LNS-1.  

   dt  XNS-1,i - VENS. KNS,i. XNS,i - XNS,i. (FLNS + FVNS + 

LNS-1 – VENS) i = 1, . . ., NC-1      (3.63) 

Summation condition: 

 0   =   1 -                    (3.64) 

 

Phase equilibrium:  

 0 = YNS,i - KNS,i. XNS,i  i = 1, . . ., NC         (3.65) 

 

Summation Condition: 

 0 =  1                     (3.66) 

 

Total material balance: 

dmNS = FLNS + FVNS + LNS-1 – VENS - LENS          (3.67) 

  dt 

Energy balance: 

0 = FLNS. HFLNS + FVNS. HFVNS + LNS-1 – VENS. HVNS - 

  HLNS. (FLNS + FVNS + LNS-1 – VENS) - mNS 

  dXNS,i              (3.68) 

    dt 

 

 

 

∑XNSi 
NC 

i=1 

-∑YNS,i 
NC 

i=1 

∑HLPNS,i 

NC 

i=1 
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Liquid and vapour sidedraws: 

 0 = LENS - DLNS            (3.69) 

 0 = LNS              (3.70) 

 0 = VENS – VNS - DVNS           (3.71) 

 

 In these equations, the enthalpies and liquid-vapour equations 

must be specified, for example by polynomial functions of 

temperature (the most simple case) or using some more 

complex and accurate correlations of pressure, temperature 

and composition, if enough information is available to the 

user, like Chao-Sander and Boston-Britt. 

 Some important characteristics of this model must be 

emphasized: 

 The system is non-linear and stiff, due to the different 

time scales in this model, imposing serious limitations 

for the integration step in order to have a stable 

numerical solution. 

 For this differential-algebraic system, the main problem 

is to determine consistent initial values for the 

integration (by computing the algebraic variables 

values which are consistent with the given initial 

values of the dynamic variables). A special case where 

this is satisfied represents the column “true” steady 

state, with practical relevance. 

 The transient time has a value in the range of 5....25 h 

(for industrial units). 
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  The system dimension is very large and may put memory 

management position; thus, some fine dimension 

adjustments-but not reductions! –are needed, i.e. 

observing that only a few trays in the column have 

external feeds or sidedraws. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.5: The Pumparounds 

The model for pumparounds (fig 3.5) is based on the equation 

of heat transfer from the cooled product stream to the cooling  

Q pa 

Fin1 

Tin1 
Xin1 

Fout1 

Tout1 
Xout1 

Cooling 
agent 

 

Mpa 
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agent, with unchanged product composition and flowrate:  

Heat transfer: Mpa . dTouT = TIN-TOUT  - Qpa    (3.72) 

   FIN        dt       FIN.Cp   

Composition: 0 = XINi- XOUTi,  i = 1, . . ., NC  (3.73) 

Flow rate:  0 = FIN - FOUT          (3.74) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Condenser with Accumulation Tank 

In this work, the author adopted a very robust model, 

considering the case of a total condenser with “Perfect” 

controlled temperature (as formulated in the equation (3.60), 

 
 

CONDENSER 
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TVAP1 
VVAP1 FCOND1 

TCOND1 
XCOND1 

Condensed 
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DW1 
TW1 
XW1 

Decanted 
water DP1 

TP1 
XP1 

Top 
Product 

Reflux to 
Column 

DR1 
TR1 
XR1 

Fig.3.6: The Condenser with Tank 
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(3.67) and (3.69) and constant liquid holdup in the tank (the 

decanted water accumulation is modeled too, assuming the 

water as pseudo-component “NC”) : 

 

Condensed liquid composition: 

 0 = XCONDi – YVAPi i = 1, . .., NC      (3.75) 

Condensed liquid temperature: 

 0 = FCOND – TFIX           (3.76) 

Condensed liquid flow rate: 

 0 = FCON – F VAP           (3.77) 

Decanted water flow rate: 

 0 = DW – fw. FCOND. XCOND NC          (3.78) 

Top product flow rate: 

 0 = DP – FCOND – DW          (3.79) 

               1 + RR 

Reflux flow rate: 0 = DR – RR. DP          (3.80) 

 

Reflux composition: 

 0 = XRi - XCOND. FCOND   i = 1. . . NC-1      (3.81) 

              FCOND – DW 

 

 0 = XRNC – XCONDNC . FCOND – DW           (3.82) 

                  FCOND – DW 

Reflux temperature: 0 = TR-TCOND           (3.83) 

Top product composition: 

 0 = XPi - XRi i = 1, . . ., NC                  (3.84) 
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Top product temperature: 

 0 = TP – TCOND            (3.85) 

Decanted water composition: 

 0 = XWi i = 1, . . ., NC -1                 (3.86) 

 0 = XWNC-1             (3.87) 

Decanted water temperature: 

 0 = TW – TCOND            (3.88) 

 

3.5.1 THERMODYNAMIC MODEL 

The equilibrium model is based on the equality of chemical 
potentials of the phases of each compound at each stage, 
which in practical terms is correspondent to the quality of 
partial fugacities: 
 
 ƒiL  =    уixiP   =  ØiLxiP                                      (3.89) 
 
ƒiv   =   ØivуiP                                        (3.90) 
 
ki   =    уi   =  ØiL                                                           (3.91) 

           xi       Øiv    
 
Considering petroleum as a mixture of non-polar components 

and based on the recommendations made by the software’s 

manufacturer, the Peng-Robinson (PR) equation of state was 

chosen for the calculation of thermodynamic properties such 

as density, enthalpy, entropy, fugacity and fugacity coefficient 

in function of temperature, pressure and the composition of 

the phases. 

P    =                     RT                     a         (3.89) 

                             v-b                 v2+2bv-b2 
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where:      a = 0.45724R2TC2[1+fw(1-TR0.5)]2 

                                       PC 

  b = 0.07780RTC 

        PC 

  f = 0.37464+1.5422w-0.2699w2  

Parting from the Peng-Robinson equation and the generalize 

equation of state; it is possible to obtain the compressibility 

factor (Z) by iterations: 

ZRT =      RT             a        (3.90) 

v             v-b       v2+2bv-b2 

 

with the values from the compressibility factor (Z) and the 

specific volume (v), the other properties are calculated 

according to the formulas: 

Enthalpy:  
 
(h - hv) = pv – RT - ∫ P – T əp        dv     (3.91) 
       əT 
 
Entropy: 
 
(s - sv) =  ∫                  dv - ∫    R    dv       (3.92) 
 
 
 
 
Partial fugacity coefficient:  
 
Øiv = exp 1    ∫          - RT dv – lnz        (3.93)  
                RT 
  

0 V 

∞ 
əp  
əT 
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V 

∞ v v 
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From these same formulas these properties are calculated for 

the liquid phase with the corresponding Z and v values. 

 

3.5 Computer Simulation of the Pre-Fractionation 

Train 

The simulation is done using the following basic steps: 

1. Creation of unit set. 

2. Choosing of property package. 

3. Selection of non-oil components. 

4. Characterization of the oil. 

5. Creation and specification of the preheated crude 

and utility steam streams 

6. Installation and definition of the unit operations in 

the pre-fractionation train. 

7. Installation and definition of the unit operations in 

the fractionation column. 
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Figure 3.7: Crude oil distillation plant 

 

Table 3.2: Raw Crude Data 

The Raw Crude is shown below: 

Stream   Data 

Temperature [F] 450.00F 

Pressure [Psia]  75.0Psia 

Std Ideal Liq Vol flow 100,000 barrel/day. 

[Barrel/day] 

 

Pre-Flash Operations 

Separator [preflash] 
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Stream    Data 

Temperature (Hot crude)  6500F 

Delta P    10.00Psi 

 

3.5.1 Installation of Atmospheric Crude Fractionator 

 

Figure 3.8: Fractionation Train. 
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Before simulating the atmospheric crude tower, the steam 

feeds and the energy steam (Q – Trim – representing the side 

exchange on stage 28) to the column must be identified. 

 

3.5.2 Streams 

Three streams are fed to various locations  

1. Simulation of the Pre-Fractionation Train. 

This determines the feed to the atmospheric fractionator, and 

includes the Pre-Flash separation, Crude furnace, and mixer 

which recombine the Pre-Flash vapour and furnace outlet 

stream. 

2. Installation of the Atmospheric. 

Crude Fractionator: Add the column steam inlets to the 

flowsheet and install the crude fractionator using the rigorous 

distillation column operation. 

The assay data for the characterization of the oil is given below 

in table 3.3. 

 

Table 3.3:  Assay data 

Assay liquid volume % Boiling Temperature (oF) 

 0.0    15.0 

 4.5    90.0 

 9.0    165.0 

 14.5    240.0 

 20.0    310.0 

 30.0    435.0 
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 40.0    524.0 

 50.0    620.0 

 60.0    740.0 

 70.0    885.0 

 76.0    969.0 

 80.0    1075.0 

 85.0    1080.0 

 

Bulk Properties 

Standard Density = 29.320API 

 

Table 3.4: Stream Compositions 

Light Ends Liq. Volume % 

Methane   0.0065 

Ethane  0.0225 

Propane  0.3200 

i-Butane  0.2400 

n-Butane  0.8200 

H20   0.000 

 

In the tower, the composition of all the streams for H20 = 

1.0000 

 

Table 3.5: Column Values 

Stream Name Temperature 

(0F) 

Pressure 

(Psia) 

Mass flow 

(Lb/hr) 
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Main steam 

Diesel steam 

AGO steam 

375.00 

300.00 

30.00 

150.00 

50.00 

50.00 

7500.00 

3,000.00 

2500.00 

 

The main column, atmospheric tower is represented by the 

following: 

 Number of stages is 29 ideal (not including the 

condenser) obtained from the design calculations. 

 The overhead condenser operates at 19.7psia and the 

bottom stage at 32.7Psia. 

 The condenser experiences a 9Psia pressure drop. 

 The temperature estimates for the condenser, top stage, 

and bottom stage are 1000F, 2500F and 6000F 

respectively. 

 Condensed water is removed via water draw from the 

three-phase condenser.  

 

 

 

3.7 Specifications  

Table 3.6: Column Specification 

Specification Flow Basis Spec Type Spec Value 

Kero-SS Prod Flow 

Diesel-SS Prod Flow 

AGO.SS Prod Flow 

PA-1-Rate (Pa) 

Volume 

Volume 

Volume 

Volume 

 

 

 

 

9300 barrel/day 

1.925e+4/day 

4500 barrel/day 

5.00e+4barrel/day 
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PA-1-Duty (Pa) 

PA-2-Rate (Pa) 

PA-2-Duty (Pa) 

PA-3-Rate (Pa) 

PA-3-Duty (Pa) 

Naphtha Prod Rate 

- 

Volume 

- 

Volume 

- 

Volume 

Duty 

 

Duty 

 

Duty 

-5.500e+7BTU/hr 

3.00et4barrel/day 

-3.500e+7BTU/hr 

3.00e+04barrel/day 

-3.500e+07BTU/hr 

2.300e+04barrel/day 

 

Specification Type Variable (Field) Value 

Column Liquid Flow Name 

Stages 

Flow Basis 

Spec Value 

Over flash spec  

27-main Ts  

std ideal vol 

3500.00 barrel/day 

Column Duty Name 

Energy stream 

Spec Value 

Kero Reb Duty 

Kero-SS-Energy at Cols 

7.5e+6 BTU/hr 

Column Vapour Flow Name 

Stage 

Flow Basis 

Spec Value 

Vap Prod Flow 

Condenser 

Molar 

0.00/bmole/hr 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

4.1 RESULT AND DISCUSION 
 
The Crude Oil Distillation Plant (multicomponent distillation 

column) was designed, modeled and simulated. The initial 

preliminary design using Gilliland Correlation showed that the 

plant has 29 stages as shown in figure 4.1, with feed column 

entering at stage 28. The side draws are at stages 9, 17 and 22 

respectively, the condenser reflux is at stage 1 as shown in 

figure 3.8. The material and energy balance, stage to stage 

compositions of the column is given in the simulation results 

shown in appendix 2.  

 

Numerous methods are cited in the literature regarding the 

resolution of multi component distillation problem. However; 

the author resorted to the short cut and rigorous methods 

which enabled the computation of the minimum number of 

trays (Nmin) and to the formalism of Underwood to determine 

the minimum reflux rate Rmin. From the results obtained, Nmin 

= 6, Rm = 1.68. The graphs of Gilland correlations given in 

figure 1 gives the actual reflux ratio R = 1.8, theoretical 

number of tray NT = 17. 75 with 60% efficiency, the actual 

number of plates become 30. The condenser and reboiler 

accounts for 1 tray, hence the column has 29 actual trays. 

The key components vary from one tray to another. Hysys 

used Kirkbridge correlation to calculate the optimal feed point, 
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which is the point of convergence between the upper and the 

lower points of the column. 
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Fig 4.1:  Number of Theoretical Stages vs. Reflux Ratio 
 
The code below based on Gilliland Correlation was used to generate data for the above 
plot using MATLAB  
 
 
 R=1.7:.1:20; 
k=.75*(1-((R-1.6842)./(R+1))^.5668); 
 N=(6+k)./(1-k); 
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The result from Hysys confirms that a column based on the very 

simple short cut methods is very close to result from much more 

rigorous computations.  

 

It can be deduced from this work that the number of trays has 

great influence on the degree of separation. Different cases were 

considered in the simulation with different number of stages 

with the feed introduced in different positions.  

 
Figure 4.2: Composition Profile: 10 stages, feed at stage 5 

When we decrease the number of stages to 8, and keep the 
feed at the middle stage, i.e. stage 4. The resulting 
composition profile is shown in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3: Composition Profile: 8 stages, feed at stage 4 

We can see that the top composition has decreased while the 
bottom composition has increased. That is, the separation is 
poorer.  

Now, if we increase the number of stages to 12, and again 
introduce the feed at mid-column, i.e. stage 6, the composition 
profile we get is as shown in Figure 4.4: 
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Figure 4.4: Composition Profile: 12 stages, feed at stage 6 

Again, the composition has changed. This time the distillate is 

much richer in the more volatile component, while the bottom 

has less, indicating better separation. Thus, increasing the 

number of stages will improve separation. 

Also we look at how the position of the feed tray affects 
separation efficiency. The terminal compositions obtained 
when the feed is introduced at stages 5, 10 and 15 (at fixed 
reflux and reboil rates) are shown in Figures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7. 
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Figure 4.5: Composition profile: 20 stages, feed at stage 5 
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Figure 4.6: Composition profile: 20 stages, feed at stage 10  

 
Figure 4.7: Composition profile: 20 stages, feed at stage 15  
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As the feed stage is moved lower down the column, the top 

composition becomes less rich in the more volatile component 

while the bottoms contains more of the more volatile component. 

However, the changes in top composition is not as marked as 

the bottoms composition. The preceding result illustrates what 

can happen if the position of the feed tray is shifted for this 

particular system. They should not be used to generalise to 

other distillation systems, as the effects are not straightforward. 

From the simulation, it can be seen that as the the crude 
liquid mixture is fed into the distillation column. On entering 
the column, the heated feed is partially vaporized and rises up 
the column. However, as it rises, it cools by contacting the 
descending cooler liquid and partially condenses so that, while 
part of vapor continues to flow upward, the condensed portion 
is enriched in the less volatile component(s) and flows 
downward. As the vapor continues to flow upward, it 
undergoes partial condensation a number of times and each 
time becomes richer in the more volatile component(s).  

The part of the feed liquid that did not vaporize on entering the 
column, flows downward and is heated by contacting the 
upward flowing hot vapor until it is partially vaporized. The 
resulting vapor flows upward and the residual liquid is 
enriched in the less volatile component(s) and flows 
downward. As the liquid continues to flow downward, it 
undergoes partial vaporization a number of times and each 
time becomes richer in the less volatile component(s).  

The column is made of 29 trays as shown above. Each of these 
plates or trays is at a different temperature and pressure. The 
stage at the tower bottom has the highest pressure and 
temperature. Progressing upwards in the tower, the pressure 
and temperature decreases for each succeeding stage. The 
vapor-liquid equilibrium for each feed component in the tower 
adjusts to the different pressure and temperature conditions 
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at each of the stages. That means that each component 
establishes a different concentration in the vapor and liquid 
phases at each of the stages, and this result in the separation 
of the components. The reboiler often acts as an additional 
theoretical equilibrium stage.  

If each physical tray or plate were 100% efficient, then the 
number of physical trays needed for a given separation would 
equal the number of theoretical equilibrium stages or 
theoretical plates. However, that is very rarely the case. Hence, 
a distillation column needs more actual plates than the 
required number of theoretical vapor-liquid equilibrium 
stages.  

Virtually all large-scale industrial columns use reflux to 
achieve a more efficient separation of products. Reflux refers 
to the portion of the condensed overhead liquid product from a 
distillation tower that is returned to the upper part of the 
tower. Inside the tower, the downward flowing reflux liquid 
provides cooling and partial condensation of the upflowing 
vapors, thereby increasing the efficacy of the distillation tower. 
The more reflux that is provided, the better is the tower's 
separation of the lower boiling from the higher boiling 
components of the feed. The balance of heating with a reboiler 
at the bottom of a column and cooling by condensed reflux at 
the top of the column maintains a temperature gradient (or 
gradual temperature difference) along the height of the 
column.  

Changing the amount of reflux can improve the separation 
obtained by a distillation column while in operation. This is in 
contrast to adding plates or trays, or changing the packing, 
which would at a minimum require a shutdown of operations 
and a quite significant period of downtime and lost production.  

In order to identify the externally controlled operating 

parameters, the degree of freedom of the column was determined 

by using Gibbs phase rule. A bubble point at each tray was 

calculated by using the Newton – Raphson’s method. The vapour 
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concentration was calculated by yi, j. xi, j and the vapour flow 

rate values are calculated from the heat balance Hij and Hvj. The 

flash calculation values for T, H, P, V were also done 

 Figure 4.8 shows a plot or pressure verses tray position from 

top, showing an increase in pressure from the tray bottom.  

 

Figure 4.8: Plot of pressure vs tray position from top 

Figure 4.9 shows a plot of temperature verses liquid volume percent. It 

shows an increase in temperature from the bottom of the tower with 

respect to increase in the liquid volume percent. 

 

 

Figure 4.9: Plot of temperature vs Liquid volume percent 
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 Figure 4 shows a plot of column compositions (i.e. density and 

molecular weight) versus tray position from top. It shows an 

increase in the molecular weight with a corresponding increase 

in the tray and decrease in the density with increase in the tray 

position.  

The graph also shows a Higher percentage of propane at the top 

(light key) having the highest mole fraction the bottom (heavy 

key). 

 

Figure 4.10: Composition vs tray position from top 

 A plot of K - values versus tray position from the top, as given in 

figure 4.11, shows that methane has the highest key value at 

every stage and i-butane having the least key values at each 

tray. 
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Figure 4.11: K-Values vs tray position from top 

The component ratio versus tray position from top showed in 

figure 4.11shows that the light component has a mole fraction of 

0.70 at tray 1 and 0.23 at tray 29, revealing the fact that the 

light components are more at the top of the column (i.e. tray 1). 

 

 

Figure 4.12: Component Ratio vs. tray position from top 

 

 The boiling point properties against percentage liquid volume 

composition in figure 4.13 below shows that stage 29 has the 

highest temperature and highest percent liquid volume 

composition. A plot of temperature vs tray position from top 
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shows that the stage 29 has the highest temperature (i.e. 6700F) 

verifying the feed point and point of heat supplied into the 

column. 

 

Figure 4.13: Temperature vs. percentage liquid volume composition 

 

 

Figure 4.14: Temperature vs. tray position from top 

The oil blend information i.e. the cut ranges, oil flow 

information, oil properties, oil boiling point information, assay 

data type, TBP, bulk properties are shown in figure 9a-10. 
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Figure 4.15: Liquid Volume Fraction vs. boiling point 

 

Figure 4.16: Liquid volume fraction vs. boiling point. 

 
Experimental ASTM D86 or TBP data of all products for 
comparison with the simulation result were available. Flow 
rate of the products and other process conditions were set in a 
real process. Figure 4.17 shows the ASTM D86 curve for the 
liquid distillate of the preflash column (light naphtha). 
Generally, simulation results are in quite good agreement with 
the experimental data. However, the first part of the curve, 
corresponding to the light components, shows better 
conformity between the simulation and experiment. 
Figure 4.17-4.21 shows a comparison of the simulated ASTM 
D86 curve respectively the TBP curve with the experimental 
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data for products of the column. The best agreement was 
observed for the TBP curve of the column bottoms product. 
ASTM D86 curves of other products showed greater difference 
between the simulation and experimental data.  However, the 
maximum difference was around 10oC. 
 

 
 
 
Figure 4.17:  Simulated and experimental    Figure 4.18:  Simulated and experimental  
ASTM D 86 Curves of light naphtha.     ASTM D 86 Curves of light Kerosene. 

 
The influence of stripping steam flow rate on the temperature 
of ASTM D86 5% and 95% of products from side strippers was 
analyzed. By changing the flow rate of stripping steam by 
increasing or decreasing by 50%, the temperature of ASTM 
D86 5% changed by about 2-3oc. 
 
However, the influence of this parameter on the temperature of 
ASTM D86 95% was practically negligible. Figure 4.22 shows 
an example of such analysis for kerosene. The results show 
that the flow rate in the side strippers does not affect the 
quality of the products significantly. 

 
Figure 4.19: Simulated and experimental    Figure 4.20: Simulated and experimental 
ASTM D 86 Curves of light gas oil (LGO)    ASTM D 86 Curves of Heavy gas oil (HGO) 
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Figure 4.21: Simulated and experimental    Figure 4.22: Influence of stripper steam 
flow rate on TBP Curves of residue     on Kerosene  composition. 

 
Another analysis procedure considers the influence of the 
amount of heat removed in the pumparounds. In case of 
pumparound 1, the amount of heat removed was changed by 
an increase and decrease by 20%.  Figure 4.23 and 4.24 show 
the influence of this parameter on the profile of liquid and 
vapour flow, respectively, in the column. Increasing the 
removed heat by 20%, the liquid mass flow on the stages 
increased by about 35%. Figure4.25 shows the influence of the 
heat flow removed in pumparound 1 on the temperature 
profile in the column. 
Removing more heat in the pumparound 1 decreases the 
temperature of the liquid returning to the column. Lower 
temperature of the returned liquid causes additional 
condensation of vapours and the flow rate of the liquid phase 
increases.  At the same time, it causes the condensation of 
lighter components.  Liquid flowing down in the column 
contains more light components. This results in the 
achievements of liquid-vapour equilibrium at lower 
temperatures. Because of the facts described above, the 
amount of heat removed in the pumparounds has a crucial 
effect on the temperature on the stages. The effect on 
temperature decreases downwards from the stage onto which 
the liquid is returned. The temperature of stages above this 
stage is practically unaffected. 
The degree of separation of two neighboring products is given 
by the difference between the temperature of ASTM D86 95% 
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of the lighter and 5% of the heavier product. If the temperature 
of ASTM D86 5% of the heavier product is higher than the 
temperature of ASTM D86 96% of the lighter product it means 
that a gap area exist. If the situation is reversed, it represents 
an overlap area. 

 
Figure 4.23:  Influence of heat flow     Figure 4.24: Influence of heat flow  
removed in pumparound 1 on the                        removed in pumparound 1 on the 
liquid flow rate in the column        vapour  flow rate in the column 

 
On Figure 4.20-4.22 the influence of heat amount removed in 
pumparound 2 on the degree of separation on different 
neigbouring pair of products is known.  

 
Figure 4.25: Temperature profile of  column  Figure 4.26: Influence of heat removed in at  
different  heat flow rates removed                flow in pumparound 2 on the degree of pumparound 1.
                   Kerosene  and Heavy naphtha  separation. 
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Figure 4.27:  Influence of heat flow  removed  Figure 4.28: Influence of heat  flow  removed 
in  Pumparound 2 on the degree of  LGO 5% in Pumparound 2 on the degree of  
 and kerosene 95% separation.   HGO 5%  and LGO 95% separation. 
 

Kerosene and heavy naphtha (Figure 4.26) show a gap area 
which is only slightly changed by increasing of the heat 
removed in the pumparound; however, the situation is 
different in the case of LGO and Kerosene (Figure 4.26), where 
the degree of separation firstly shows an overlap area, then, 
after showing a cross point, a gap area is created between the 
ASTM D86 95% boiling point of the product and ASTM D86 
5% boiling point of the heavy product. The degree of HGO and 
LGO separation (Figure 4.27) shows an overlap area which 
decreases by increasing the heat flow removed. 
Removing more heat in pumparounds generally affects the 
separation process positively; however, the amount of heat 
removed in pumparounds is often limited due to other process 
or construction characteristics of the system. 
 
4.2 DYNAMIC SIMULATION  ANALYSIS. 
 The products mass flow was observed after increasing the 
feed flow of crude oil by 10%. Two types of control were used 
and compared. In the first case, mass flow of the product was 
changed until the composition (ASTM D 86 95% boiling point) 
reached the value corresponding to the given product.  
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    Figure 4.29: Behaviour of the preflash column  Figure 4.30: Behaviour of the preflash 

column residue flow rate  after increasing the crude  liquid distillate (light naphtha) flow  oil feed 

flow rate by 10%      rate after increasing the crude oil   

                                                                                                      feed flow rate by 10% 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.31: Comparison of different control  Figure 4.32: Flow rate behavior of products of  
methods, behavior of the preflash column   column after increasing the crude oil feed  
liquid distillate composition                                           flow rate by 10% 
 
 Figures 4.31 and 4.32 show the behavior of the preflash 
column product after increasing the feed flow by 10%. Figure 
25 shows the comparison of the preflash column liquid 
distillate composition when different control methods were 
used. Increasing the mass flow of the feed by 10%, the mass 
flow of the residue and lights reached a new steady-state at 
higher rate flows; however, the mass flow of light Naphtha 
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(liquid distillate from the preflash column) unexpectedly, 
although slightly, decreased. 
The control method using temperature at the second stage was 
much faster than the control by composition (ASTM D86 
boiling point). The time necessary to reach a new steady –state 
by the second stage temperature control was 1.5 hr compared 
to 4.5 hr by the composition control. Also, deviation of the first 
mentioned method was significantly lower than that of the 
second method. However, as it results from Figure 25, 
composition of the product is slightly different. 
Figure 4.32 shows the flow rate behavior of some products of 
the column using ASTM D86 96%boiling point control. The 
time needed to achieve a new steady state was from 2.5hr for 
the column residue to 4.5hr for kerosene. Experimental data  
for the simulation results verification in dynamic mode were 
not available. Some limitation of ASPEN and HYSYS Dynamics 
in supporting different types of column configurations and in 
dynamic simulation of the process start were found.      
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1              CONCLUSIONS 

This work presented the design, modeling and “full-scale” 

dynamic model for the crude oil plant, based on pseudo-

components, making use of the MESH - equations with some 

additional simplifications. It led to a robust dynamic model, 

proving reasonable dimensions and a good accuracy. The 

structural/ topological approach permits the model integration 

in any appropriate software environment, in order to simulate 

the crude oil plant. 

 

ASPEN Plus, ASPEN Dynamics and HYSYS enable the 

simulation of very complex distillation systems such as 

petroleum fractionators. Steady-state simulation results were 

in good agreement with experimental data. The analysis of side 

steam strippers results that deviations of the steam flow rate 

do not influence the products composition significantly. The 

value of heat removed in pumparounds affects the products 

composition significantly. Increase of the heat flow removed in 

pumparounds has a positive influence on the distillation 

process. 

Dynamic simulation of very complex systems such as Pipestill 

is possible by HYSYS and ASPEN Dynamics. However, for 

successful dynamic simulation, detail properties of the system, 
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careful setting of controller parameters and long calculation 

time are required. 

In supporting different column configurations and process 

start, some limitation of ASPEN Dynamics were observed. 

Control of the product composition (ASTM D86 95% 

boiling point) can be replaced by control of the temperature at 

the second stage. This control method requires shorter time to 

reach a new steady-state and shows smaller 

deviation; however, a small difference in the product 

composition was observed. 

 

The research also validates the following points that: 

1. The distillation of crude oil can be achieved by 

approximating the mixtures using pseudo-component 

techniques. 

 

2. Assumption of total condenser, constant pressure profile, 

perfectly mixed components on trays, simplify the 

simulation without any major impact on the validity of 

results obtained. 

 

3. The assumption of equilibrium (theoretical) trays, with 

negligible vapour holdup is acceptable, as long as 

reasonable tray efficiency from a practical view point is 

selected. 
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In general terms, it is observed that the design, modeling and 

simulation of a crude unit on the HYSYS, ASPEN PLUS and 

PRO/II commercial software is achieved and that the results 

obtained are coherent to the reality of these processes. 

 

 

5.2. RECOMMENDATION 

Considering that this work has taken care of many of the 

deficiencies of the previous works, which include: 

 Lack of full scale mathematical models 

  Lack of robust dynamic model and elaborate 

simulations 

  Lack of work that integrates design with modeling and 

simulation and  

 Limitation posed by some standard inflexible models 

that cannot be improved by the user.  

 

I wish to recommend that further work should be done on the 

optimization and economic analysis of the crude oil plant for the 

following reasons: 

1.  Since there is great commercial interest for petroleum 

products, it is of great importance to construct models 

that allow the prediction of unit behavior and the 

properties of the products in different scenarios. This 

acquires even more importance if it is taken into 

account that today refineries are supplied with crude 
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oils of different characteristics depending upon their 

availability, and that the demand and prices of the 

market constantly change. In these conditions, 

computer models for crude units become an essential 

tool for unit planning and optimization.  

2. In actuality, packages of software specialized in 

modeling and simulation of chemical processes in 

steady state are found in the market, they allow the 

construction of similar models as those used in crude 

distillation units.  

3. To find out the feasibility of simulating a crude unit 

on the commercial software, taking into consideration 

the restrictions of the equipments and the 

specifications of the products in a realistic way. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Molar flow rates: 

FL, FV  –  Liquid / Vapour feed on tray; 

LE, VE  -  Liquid / Vapour leaving the tray; 

DL, DV  -  Liquid / Vapour Side drawn the tray; 

L, V       -  Liquid / Vapour remaining after sidedrawn; 

FIN, FOUT –  Product to / from heat exchange; 

FVAP  -  Vapour to condenser; 

FCON  –  Condenser Liquid, 

DW      - Decanted water; 

DP   –  Top product; 

DR   –  Reflux to the column 

 

 

MOLAR FRACTIONS:  

XFL, YFV   -  Pseudo – component in liquid/vapour feed, 

X, Y         -  Pseudo -   component in liquid/vapour on tray; 

XIN, XOUT –  Pseudo - component in product / form heat 

exchange; 

Y VAP  - Pseudo - component in Vapour to condenser;  

X CON - Pseudo - component in condensed liquid  

XR  - Pseudo - component in reflux to column; 

XP  - Pseudo - component in to product;  

XW  - Pseudo - component in decanted water 
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TEMPERATURES: 

T   - Pseudo - component normal boiling temperature  

TIN, TOUT - Product to / from heat exchanger  

TFIX  - Set point for condensed liquid; 

TCOND - Condensed liquid; 

TW  - decanted water; 

TP  - Top product; 

TR  - Reflux to the column; 

 

MOLAR ENTHALPIES  

HFL, HFV - Liquid / vapour feed; 

HL, HV - Liquid / Vapour on tray; 

HLP  - Pseudo – Component in liquid phase; 

hi  - Ideal enthalpy of i component; 

Hj  - Enthalpy of the jth stage; 

HFj  - Feed enthalpy of the jth stage; 

Hla  - Coefficient of liquid enthalpy  

Hlb  - Coefficient of liquid enthalpy; 

HLO  - Ideal liquid enthalpy for phase composition; 

HLOj  - Enthalpy of the LOj flow; 

HLSIj  - Enthalpy of LSIj flow; 

HVO  - Ideal vapour enthalpy of phase composition; 

HVB  - Coefficient of vapour enthalpy  

HVIj  - Enthalpy of the VIj flow; 

DHLi  - Liquid enthalpy difference of the jth stage 
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DHVj - Liquid stage relative for the reference                   

temperature. 

 

OTHERS: 

K  - Liquid – Vapour equilibrium constant;  

Mo  - Constant liquid hold up on trays; 

M  - Liquid Holdup on tray; 

bm  - Coefficient in the holdup equation; 

NS  - Number of Column Trays; 

NC  - number of Pseudo – components in crude feed; 

MPa  - Product holdup in the heat exchanger;  

QPa  - Heat exchanger on pump around; 

Cp  - Product specific heat; 

fw  - The fraction of decanted water from condenser       

  liquid; 

Joacobian - Joacobian matrix; 

K  - Iteration number; 

Kj, I  - Phase equilibrium constant of the jth stage; 

Ka, Kb - Coefficient of K; 

Kbji  - K value of the base – component of the jth stage; 

Lj  - Liquid flow of the jth stage 

LOj  - Flow the main column to the stripper; 

LASIJI - Inter cycle return flow to the 

LSOj  - Inter cycle discharge flow of the jth stage; 

n  - Total number of components; 

N1  - Number of recycle stream; 
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N2  - Number of side – draw stream 

Nf  - Number of feed stream; 

nit  - Specified Number; 

NL  - Number of side – draw liquid stream 

NQ  - Number of heat exchanger; 

NS  - Number of side – draw vapour stream; 

Nt  - Number of main column stage; 

Pj  - Pressure of the jth stage; 

Qj  - Input heat of the jth stage; 

RLSj  - User – defined variable : LSj / Lj, 

RVSj  - User – defined variable : LSOj/Lj, 

Sj  - Stripping factor of the jth stage 

t (k)  - Damping factor 

Tj  - Temperature of the jth stage; 

Vi  - Vapour flow a the jth stage; 

Vj2  - Flow from the stripper to the main column 

VTj  - Vapour flow of the jth stage; 

VSj  - Vapour discharge amount of the jth stage; 

xi  - Vapour composition of the mixture; 

Yj,i  - Liquid composition of the jth stage; 

yi  - Vapour composition of the mixture; 

zj,i  - Composition of the feed; 

Xj,i          - Volatility Parameter of i component relative 

 to the  base  

component at the jth stage. 

j  - Number of stage 
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J2  - Number of stripper top stage; 

 

Indexes; 

i  - Pseudo – Component; 

K  - Tray number. 
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APPENDIX 1 

DESIGN CALCULATIONS 

GILLILAND CORRELATION 

 

(1) N-Nmin  =  0.75    1- (R -Rmin) 0.5668 

 N+ 1                  R + 1 

 N- N min  =  0.75 – 0.75    R – R min    0.5668 

 N + 1                     R + 1 

                              

 BPT LIQ VOL  

% 

MOLE 

FRACTION 

RELATIVE 

VOLATILITY 

Methane          -161.4 0.0065 0.0046 279.3993 

Ethane -88.6 0.0225 0.0160 17.9065 

UK Propane -42.2 0.3200 0.2271 3.2350 

Hk L- Butane-10 0.2400 0.1703 1 

n-Bulane -0.6 0.8200 0.5820 0.6323 

H20  1.409   

 

NR = 0.206 log    XHK,F  B ﴾XLK,B  2 

NS                                XLK,F ﴾XHK,D] D 

       

1- q  =   ∑,   i XFI   Ө = 1 + No of components between                        

      -Ө           keys                             
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Rmin  =       ∑ i XDi 

                 i -Ө  

 

                                                                                   

     In    XDLKD   XBHKB               

 Nmin =            XDHK D   XBHK B                

      (LLK,HK) avg. 

      

                          D XD   X     BXB 

      Nmin      =      Log   BXB             DXD       

                                       Log  i                     

                               

2. Bpt  0.0046(-161.4)  =  - 0.74244 

   + 0.016 (-88.6)   =  - 1.408 

   + 0.2271 (-42.2)  =  - 9.58362 

   + 0.1703 (-10)     =  -1.703 

   + 0.5820 (-0.6)   =    -0.3492. 

Total            =      -13.78624.  

                       

V.P = exp (C1 + (C2/T) + C3 x In (T) + C4 x T C5)  

 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 

Methane 39.205 - 1324.4 - 3.4366 3.1019x10

5 

   2 

Ethane 51.857 - 2598.7 - 5.1283 1.4913x10

5 

2 
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Profane 59.078 - 3492.6 - 6.0669 1.0919x10

5 

2 

I – Butane 100.18 - 4841.9 - 13.541 2.0663x10

2 

1 

N -  Butane66.343 - 4363.2 - 7.046 9.459x10-6 2 

 

Temp  = - 13.78626 + 273.15 =

 259.3637k. 

 

 

TOP     BOTTOM 

1.1900x10 Methane  2.6268x10 Feed. 3.3505X10

6.0277x10 Ethane  1.6835x10  2.2249X10

7.915x104 Profane  3.0414x10 Lk. 4.3423X10

1.9353x10 I – Butane 9.4016x10 HK. 1.4221X10

1.-996x104 N 

Butane 

 5.9442x10  9.2536X10

 

 Li  XF XD XD 

Methane 279.3993  0.0046 0.02    0 

Ethane 17.9065  0.0160 0.07 0 

Propane 3.2350 Lk 0.2271 0.90 0.01 

I – Butane        1 Hk 0.1703 0.01 0.20 

N -  Butane0.6323  0.5820 0 0.79 
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 Li (Tops) Li (Bottoms)   

Methane 614.8917 235.6023 

Ethane 31.1461 15.6452 

Propane 4.0899 3.534 

I – Butane 1 1 

N -  Butane 0.5682 0.6507 

 

4. Nmin  = In KL       XL  

XH  T       XH  B                                

Inα  α avg.  

 

 Nmin  = In  0.9      0.20 = In 1800  

0.01        0.01            In3.5339               

In  (3.5339) 

 

 Nmin   In  7.4955       5.9372 = 6 

 1.2624                     

   

Nmin  = ∑ i  αi XDi     

        αi – Ө 

 

 

1 - ∑ = ∑i αi XFi    For feed at bubble point q  =  1 

     αi - Ө  
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Methane Ethane  Propane L-Butane  n-butane 

 αiXF1        + α2XF2      +         α3XF3    +   α4XF4      + α5XF5  = 0   

 α1- Ө  α2- Ө        α3- Ө           α4- Ө  α5- Ө 

  

Ө lies between LLK and LHK, first approximation  

 Ө  =½  (1 + 3.2350)  =  2.1175. 

    

First Given Ө = 2.1175 

 

5. Ө = 2.1125  RHS  = 0.2801 

 Ө = 1.5588  RHS  = 0.2413 

 Ө = 1.8382  RHS  = 0.402 

 Ө = 1.6985  RHS  = 0.0884 

 Ө = 1.7684  RHS  = 0.0221 

 Ө = 1.8033  RHS  = 0.0094 

 Ө = 1.7859  RHS  = 0.0062 

 Ө = 1.7946  RHS  = 0.0026 

 Ө = 1.7903  RHS  = 0.0022 

 Ө = 1.7925  RHS  = 0.00022853 

 Ө = 1.7936  RHS  = 0.00075955 

 Ө = 1.79.31  RHS  = 0.00031052 

 Ө = 1 .79.28  RHS  = 0.000041024 

Ө = 1.7927  RHS  = 0.000048823 

Ө = 1.79275  RHS  = 0.0000038937 
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Methane Ethane       Propane L-Butane  n-butane 

Rmin = LiXD1        + L2XD2      +   L3XD       +   L4XD4  + L5XD5     

 L1- Ө  L2- Ө    L3- Ө  L4- Ө L5 - Ө 

  

Rmin = 1.6842 

 

6.  N-Nmin  =  0.75  1 –  R – Rmin   0.5668 

 N + 1             R+1            

  

N - 6   =  0.75  1 –  R +1.6842   0.5668 

N +1                      R+1            

 

For R  = 1.8 

 N  = 17.7523 

 An Efficiency of 60% is assumed 

 NACTUAL  = N / Efficiency = 17.7523 = 29.587 

            0.6 

 NACTUAL = 30 Stages 

 The condenser and Reboiler account for one theoretical tray 

 Number of trays on Column  = 29 stages 

     F  = 100 Kgmole  

     D  = 24.77 

     B  = 74.23 
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